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Abstract
The Earth’s magnetic field has been the bedrock of navigation for centuries.
The latest research highlights the uniqueness of magnetic field measurements based
on position due to large scale variations as well as localized perturbations. These
observable changes in the Earth’s magnetic field as a function of position provide
distinct information which can be used for navigation. This dissertation describes
ground vehicle navigation exploiting variation in Earth’s magnetic field using a self-
contained navigation system consisting of only a magnetometer and magnetic field
maps. In order to achieve navigation, effective calibration enables repeatable mag-
netic field measurements from different vehicles and facilitates mapping of the ob-
servable magnetic field as a function of position. A new modified ellipsoid calibra-
tion technique for strapdown magnetometers in large vehicles is described, as well
as analysis of position measurement generation comparing a multitude of measure-
ment compositions using existing and newly developed likelihood techniques. Finally,
navigation solutions are presented using both a position measurement and direct in-
corporation of the magnetometer measurements via a particle filter to demonstrate
road navigation in three different environments. Emphatically, the results affirm that
navigation using magnetic field variation in ground vehicles is viable and achieves
adequate performance for road level navigation.
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Ground Vehicle Navigation
Using Magnetic Field Variation
I. Introduction
T
his dissertation details research focused on the exclusive utilization of three-
dimensional magnetic field information for self-contained, passive navigation
in ground vehicles. The motivation stems from the requirement for navigation in
all environments where navigation sources such as the Global Positioning System
(GPS) are not available. The goal for this research is the ability to use only three-
axis magnetometer measurements and a magnetic field map to provide road-level
navigation in different vehicle types and various environments.
Successful navigation has been a focus of mankind for centuries. From the
early explorers of the Earth to the current exploration of Earth and space, the
need for navigation accuracy and precision increases daily. Even in the present day
era of multiple Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) proclaiming millimeter
accuracy, there exists a large focus on self-contained navigation systems especially
for environments where external signals such as GNSS cannot be obtained. These
systems are termed self-contained because they do not rely on receiving a signal from
an external man-made system in order to navigate. Rather, they use information
from the environment coupled with pre-existing information to determine position.
Examples include terrain navigation, celestial navigation (astronavigation), inertial
navigation, magnetic navigation and other forms of deduced reckoning. Historically,
self-contained navigation systems have dominated navigation due to robustness and
stability, while recent decades have seen the ascension of GNSS with the seduction of
increased accuracy and precision. Presently, self-contained navigation systems have
1
been relegated to the subservient role of aiding GNSS when signal strength is weak or
unavailable for short periods of time. However, some conditions offer no opportunity
to receive GNSS or other signal-based navigation systems. This research will expand
the capability of a self-contained magnetometer-based navigation system.
Indoor, urban, and canyon environments present challenges for GNSS in terms
of limited or poor signal reception. Luckily, these locations often provide feature rich
conditions for self-contained navigation systems and merit exploration to improve
navigation capability. While the use of the Earth’s magnetic field for navigation is
certainly not new, the ability to accurately determine position based on the three-
dimensional magnetic field information is an application showing great merit.
This research addresses specific issues related to magnetic field measurements
and provides a framework for determining measurement utility and composition
prior to navigation. The navigation solution is then analyzed to relate the expected
navigation performance to the measurement composition. Finally, the specific con-
tributions of this research and possible future work are discussed.
1.1 Related Work
In the last few decades, the improvement in inexpensive magnetometers has
led to greater use in navigation, from simple compassing systems to attitude de-
termination aiding. The focus for many of these groups is the aiding of another
navigation device for course correction and heading determination in varying envi-
ronments. Examining previous work using magnetic fields for navigation provides a
bounty of knowledge to build upon as well as determine the state of the art. The
following articles provide related work which is either a building block or a different
vein of research than what will be proposed in this document.
1.1.1 Wilson, Kline-Schoder, Kenton, Sorensen, and Clavier. Wilson et
al., proposed using magnetic field variations over a large area to navigate in an
aircraft using US Geological Survey magnetic field maps. The algorithm uses the
2
magnetic field information combined with “an aircraft dead-reckoning navigation
system” to determine the aircraft position [48].
The magnetic field map contains sources and associated strengths of magnetic
field anomalies so that the magnetic field at a particular location is computed based
on the position relative to the sources and strengths, within a precomputed distance.
This information is combined with other sensors to produce a navigation solution.
Flight test results compare the dead-reckoning solution with the magnetically-aided
navigation solution to demonstrate the advantage of using the magnetic field in-
formation. The use of the magnetic field information did improve the navigation
solution significantly, but overall maintained a typical error of 2.5 kilometers.
1.1.2 Goldenberg. Taking the idea of aerial mapping a bit further, Golden-
berg [18] compares magnetic field measurements taken in the air with mathematically
interpreted magnetic field measurements on the ground. Additionally, the concept
of a worldwide magnetic anomaly map conveys the importance of magnetic field
mapping.
Comparison of the aircraft magnetic field mapping with interpreted ground ob-
servations requires solving a Laplace equation using a Poisson integral for a plane [18].
The resulting calculated magnetic field map measurements agree with aerial map-
ping up to approximately 30 kilometers. The magnetic field map is then used in an
integrated navigation system along with an inertial measurement unit, an altimeter,
and two microprocessors. Unfortunately, Goldenberg does not provide results of the
comparison or performance of the integrated navigation system.
The World Digital Magnetic Anomaly Map (WDMAM) [18] project attempts
to create a coherent global map of magnetic field anomalies. While Goldenberg only
eludes to the project in the article published in 2006, in 2011 the WDMAM created
a global 3-arc-minute resolution grid of magnetic field intensities at an altitude of
five kilometers above mean sea level.
3
1.1.3 Storms. Storms adeptly applied a terrain navigation algorithm to
the indoor magnetic field environment to aid an inertial navigation system (INS)
and achieved sub-meter positioning results [42]. An overview of the two methods
used by Storms provides insight into how such accuracy is achieved.
The first method captures three-axis magnetic field measurements traveling
down a hallway at a constant height to generate an equally spaced grid. The grid
is interpolated to generate a higher resolution magnetic field map [42]. The map is
then used during navigation to provide a position estimate based on the likelihood
that a magnetic field measurement is located on the map. This position estimate
serves as the measurement estimate in an extended Kalman filter, which also uses
INS measurements to determine two-dimensional position and velocity. Using real
measurements the maximum error was 0.6 meters.
The second method uses a leader-follower methodology in which a more highly
equipped lead vehicle traverses an area and sends magnetic field map information to
a less equipped follower vehicle [42]. The follower vehicle uses the map information
combined with an additional sensor to navigate the path established by the lead
vehicle. The cross-track errors were less than 0.4 meters between the lead and
follower vehicles.
These methods established the use of unique three-axis magnetic field measure-
ments as navigable features and demonstrated effective use of the information. This
fundamental work opens the door for further exploration using three-axis magnetic
field measurements for navigation.
While Storms innovative work exposed the ability to navigate using three-axis
magnetometer measurements, it also warrants further exploration. For instance,
there is no mention of calibration which is crucial in the assumption that the three
magnetometers used to generate the map report consistent measurements. Fur-
thermore, without calibration Storms could not ensure that the magnetometer used
during navigation would yield measurements consistent with those contained in the
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magnetic field map. Additionally, Storms’ observation of “dead areas” in the mag-
netic field map indicate insufficient changes in the magnetometer measurements for
navigation. An analysis of measurement utility in different environments is needed
to determine areas where navigation can occur and at what level of accuracy.
1.1.4 The Position, Location, and Navigation Group at the University of Cal-
gary. Lachapelle, Renaudin, and Afzal are currently using a sensor suite of 12
magnetometers specifically for indoor navigation. The focus is to determine the true
heading by successfully detecting large magnetic perturbations and mitigating them
without causing course deviation [41]. A critical component of their work relies on
successful calibration of all magnetometers while mounted on the collection platform
and while exposed to the Earth’s magnetic field.
The multi-magnetometer platform uses 12 magnetometers in a geometric circle
to locate and mitigate magnetic field anomalies and provide correct heading estima-
tion. The arrangement of the magnetometers allows the mitigation of the perturba-
tion when the magnetic field measurements are resolved with the body axis, high-
lighting magnetic field measurements from magnetometers which do not agree with
the rest. The results showed that a single magnetometer experiencing a perturbation
possessed a heading deviation of 16∘, compared to 4∘ for the multi-magnetometer
platform.
The calibration sequence applies an ellipsoid fitting technique developed by Li
and Griffiths [29] to magnetometers in an open environment. Since the magnitude
of the observed magnetic field should be the same regardless of the magnetometer
orientation, the calibration attempts to resolve the errors and biases by fitting the
observations to a sphere of radius equal to the magnitude of the Earth’s magnetic
field at the location of calibration. The method hinges on the ability to rotate the
entire collection platform in multiple axes in order to obtain enough points on the
sphere to resolve the calibration parameters. This approach is nearly identical to
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Vasconcelos [44]. Additionally, the composition of the multi-magnetometer platform
is non-ferrous (i.e., plastic, wood, aluminum, etc.) such that the platform interferes
with the calibration as little as possible.
1.1.5 Three-axis Magnetometer Calibration. Vasconcelos et al., addressed
three-dimensional ellipsoid calibration techniques for magnetometers and other sen-
sors, with minor variations [2, 7, 9, 14, 16, 19, 25, 34, 41, 44]. The foundation for these
methods lies in the ability to rotate the sensor about all three axes while maintain-
ing a relatively stable position. The methods are also predicated on knowledge of
an unchanging magnetic field at the location so that the relationship between the
observed measurements and the known field can be resolved via determination of
the bias, scale-factors, and distortions.
1.1.6 Pedestrian Navigation. Many researchers are currently working with
magnetometers in pedestrian navigation for both indoor and outdoor environments
to aid other sensors by estimating heading. While the implementation is similar, the
obstacles and results concerning the use of magnetic fields is very different.
The most straightforward case is the use of a single magnetometer for heading
while outdoors. Ladetto et al. [27] compare the integration of a digital magnetic
compass into a pedestrian navigation system versus the ability to determine head-
ing using gyroscopes. Typical issues of using the Earth’s magnetic field outdoors
included declination and perturbations due to the environment.
Increasing the level of difficulty, Ascher et al. combine a magnetometer with
a pair of inertial measurement units, a barometer, and a laser for precise indoor
navigation [4]. Since the indoor environment contains many more error sources
for the magnetometer, obtaining the correct heading from a magnetometer requires
significantly more mitigation of errors.
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Judd and Vu tackle the indoor pedestrian navigation problem similarly, but
note interesting correlation in three-axis magnetometer measurements in the indoor
environment [24]. While attempting to correct heading estimation indoors, the mag-
netic field along the route shows distinct “fingerprints” at unique locations along
the route [24]. The resulting fingerprints allow correlation of previous magnetic field
data with measurements during a new route to determine if a specific location is
reached. The issues of the strength of perturbation necessary to be labeled a finger-
print as well as the possibility of traveling the route in reverse are highlighted, but
not completely resolved.
Finally, Kemppi et al. investigate the use of pre-stationed magnetic field emit-
ters in doorways of a building to determine position for pedestrian navigation [26].
Each emitter is unique and identifies a particular location in the building, as well
as having greater strength than the Earth’s magnetic field or magnetic field pertur-
bations due to the environment. This method provides precise positioning at times
when passing near an emitter and relies on other deduced reckoning methods during
periods between doorways. Overall the method provides sub-meter positioning and
allows improved step length estimation during pedestrian navigation.
Most recently, a company called Indoor Atlas advertised indoor location tech-
nology using a smartphone with a built-in magnetometer and 20 centimeter posi-
tioning. Haverinen, a lead researcher for the company and the University of Oulu
in Finland, has produced publications covering indoor and underground magnetic
field navigation [20,21] with solutions on the order of 1.5 meters. The solutions still
require extensive mapping and minimal interference from the collection platform.
Building upon these works, this research concentrates on magnetic field mea-
surements as the sole measurement for navigation, while also determining the utility
of the magnetic field environments.
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1.2 Research Contributions
The focus of this research is the exploitation of three-axis magnetometer mea-
surements for navigation of ground vehicles. For this to occur, the magnetometer
measurements must be relevant and useful, an analysis that had not been accom-
plished to great extent. Furthermore, the navigation solution must deliver an ac-
ceptable level of performance, based on the measurement quality. This dissertation
demonstrates this fundamental feat has been accomplished, as well as increasing the
overall body of knowledge. To this end, the following contributions are claimed as a
result of this work.
Calibration. In order for the magnetometer measurements to be relevant and
useful across different platforms, the calibration must provide some level of repeata-
bility at a given position. The modified ellipsoid calibration for strapdown three-axis
magnetometers developed in this research reduced the variation of magnetometer
measurements across multiple platforms. The background for the method is covered
in Chapter II, while the details of the modification are in Chapter III.
Position Measurement Generation. Once the measurements are repeatable, an
analysis on composition of the magnetometer measurements was performed. The
composition of the magnetometer measurements provides a framework for utilizing
the measurements based on environment and system limitations. In addition to a
basic maximum likelihood method, two additional methods to determine a position
solution from likelihood values are also proposed. The ability to properly match the
magnetometer measurement to the magnetic field map, including advantages and
disadvantages of different likelihood methods, is included in Chapter IV.
Filter-Based Solutions. The ability to navigate exclusively using three-axis
magnetometer measurements was achieved through application of a particle filter.
The analysis of the navigation solution characteristics provides insight on the level
of expected navigation performance, dependent upon the environment and magne-
tometer measurements, as detailed in Chapter V.
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This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II provides the required back-
ground, knowledge, and tools concerning the Earth’s magnetic field, magnetometer
measurements, and navigation. Chapter III illustrates the new calibration method
including simulated and real data results. Chapter IV demonstrates the multitude
of methods for magnetometer measurement composition and presents a framework
for utility. Chapter V presents the navigation performance characteristics based on
different measurement compositions and environments. Chapter VI provides the
conclusion as well as potential areas for future exploration.
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II. Background
T
he Earth’s magnetic field has been used for navigation since the dawn of time
in the animal kingdom. Nature provides several examples of animals that
skillfully find their way to mating areas and migration locations using only the
Earth’s magnetic field [30]. In the case of many birds, loggerhead turtles, and
lobsters, the ability is part of their anatomy. In humans however, the ability is not
innate and has been learned and refined over centuries.
Navigation using magnetic fields requires knowledge in several disciplines. A
succinct understanding of the magnetic field enveloping the Earth provides the foun-
dation of the sensor measurement environment. A focused characterization of mag-
netic sensors and the multitude of errors involved provides the necessary information
to comprehend how magnetic fields might be used for navigation. Once the infor-
mation is obtained via the magnetic sensor, several tools transform the raw mea-
surements into useful information for navigation. These tools include calibration,
coordinate transformations, and filtering. But before elaborating on the tools, the
foundation must be established.
2.1 Earth’s Magnetic Field
The different layers of the Earth and the surrounding magnetic field is depicted
in Figure 2.1, which shows that the magnetic field can be observed from anywhere
on the Earth. The magnetic field encompassing the Earth is modeled as a large
dipole magnet, describing the two opposing poles routinely referenced as the north
and south pole. Although not actually a dipole magnet, the magnetic current loop
generated by the outer-core region of the Earth, which is composed of a hot and
dense liquid of highly conducting nickel-iron, and the Earth’s spin and shape form
characteristics similar to a dipole magnet [8]. Therefore the magnetic field can also be
modeled as vector components where the magnetic field vector B is composed of the
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Legend:
Solid Inner Core
Liquid Outer Core
Direction of Earth’s Rotation
Figure 2.1: Example of the Earth’s magnetic field. The Earth’s rotation and liquid
outer core are believed to be the source of the dipole-like magnetic field [8].
individual components Bx, By, and Bz (north/south, east/west, and perpendicular
to the surface of the Earth). The total field strength or magnitude is represented
as a scalar value, ∥B∥. Similarly, the horizontal magnitude is expressed as ∥Bh∥.
Changes in the Earth’s magnetic field can be thought of in terms of variations and
perturbations. Variations are often large-scale and change slowly over time or due
to external factors while perturbations cause specific changes in the local magnetic
field and vary greatly in intensity, direction, and duration.
2.1.1 Magnetic Field Variations. Overall, the Earth’s magnetic field is
fairly constant [8]. For instance, a typical magnetic compass points to magnetic
north which is offset from the geographic north pole (true north) by approximately
12∘ in latitude [8,43]. This is known as magnetic declination. Over time (2000-3000
years) the magnetic pole location rotates around the geographic pole due to the
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nature of the Earth’s magnetic field. Other variations such as a change in the Earth’s
electrical conductivity can be caused by significant events such as volcano eruptions
or groundwater content due to “deep subsurface fractures” [8]. Volcanoes and even
man-made occurrences such as filling a large reservoir after a dam is completed can
affect the magnetic field by changing the “magnetic domain boundaries of rocks” [8].
While these changes have global implications, local variations exist as well.
Deposits in the Earth’s crust, both large and small, change the locally observ-
able magnetic field. The size and composition of the deposit determines the relative
change in the magnetic field and the distance at which it may be observable. For
example, a large deposit of a ferrous material can be observed to cause a magnetic
deviation for several miles, both on the ground and in the air. This is often consid-
ered when flying or navigating near mountainous terrain using a traditional compass
or magnetic instruments. As altitude increases, the intensity of the magnetic field
has less variation due to these deposits in the crust [38, 48]. Smaller deposits in the
Earth may only cause perturbations at or near ground level, such as archaeological
artifacts. Archaeologists detect perturbations near the ground to find small deposits
or even map out deposits over a large area before performing an excavation [23].
Other factors contributing to variations in the magnetic field include magnetic
storms or changes in the ionosphere. These events often occur due to external
factors such as solar activity. Depending on the scale of the magnetic storm, the
impact can be quite severe. Boteler [5] discusses the impact of magnetic storms
with documented events starting as early as 1844, although observances such as
auroras have been viewed for thousands of years. While these variations often possess
large-scale implications, the overall change to the Earth’s magnetic field is generally
minimal and in most cases predictable [43].
For decades the Earth’s magnetic field has been modeled and variations known
well enough that the differences between areas were reported and mapped. Figure 2.2
depicts the magnetic declination for various locations on the globe so that magnetic
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Figure 2.2: Magnetic declination lines in degrees overlaid on a map of the globe.
The declination combined with observed magnetic north readings provides the di-
rection to true north. Courtesy of NOAA as of 2000.
navigators can correct the difference between magnetic north observances and true
north, courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
The magnetic field also varies each 24 hour period, known as the diurnal cy-
cle [8]. The plots shown on the left in Figure 2.3 represent the vector components
of the magnetic field from the magnetic observatory located at Fredericksburg, Vir-
ginia (observatory identifier FRD). Similar plots on the right side show observations
taken over the same time period while inside the AFIT Advanced Navigation and
Technology (ANT) Center. While the measurements are not identical due to geolo-
cation, different sensor qualities, and misalignments, the comparison does show the
ability to detect the changes due to the diurnal cycle and therefore account for them
in some fashion. Typical diurnal variation in Bx at FRD is ±0.45 milliGauss (mG)
or ±45 nanoTesla (nT), and also typical of data observed at AFIT. However, diur-
nal variation depends greatly on the proximity to the poles. Figure 2.4 depicts the
much larger variations from the observatory at Pt. Barrow, Alaska. Thus, magnetic
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Figure 2.3: Magnetic field diurnal comparison as measured at Fredericksburg, VA
observatory and indoor AFIT environment over the same time period on 1 May
2010. The units for this figure are in nT for consistency with Figure 2.4 which was
generated by INTERMAGNET.
noise strength varies by location, more specifically by latitude. Also of note, in both
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 magnetic events were present which were not part of the diurnal
cycle but due to some other magnetic event, such as a magnetic storm. These events
also differ greatly in scale and may be smaller in magnitude than the diurnal cycle
or significantly larger.
More recently, computer modeling of the Earth’s magnetic field has allowed
comparison with magnetic observatories to provide well-defined magnetic obser-
vances as well as predicted magnetic field data. The International Geomagnetic Ref-
erence Field (IGRF) by the International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeron-
omy and used by NOAA delivers software modeling of the magnetic field and is a
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Figure 2.4: Magnetic field observed at Pt. Barrow, Alaska on 1 May 2010. The
changes in the magnetic field due to the diurnal cycle vary by location. Courtesy of
INTERMAGNET.
collaborative product between magnetic field modelers and data collection observato-
ries around the world. Additionally, the World Magnetic Model (WMM) covers five
year periods, and is generally referenced as WMM-2010 to describe the predictive
model from 2010 through 2015. Maus [31] describes the difference succinctly, stating
“While the WMM is a purely predictive model, the IGRF is adjusted retrospectively
to provide more accurate ‘definitive’ models for past epochs.” Both models capture
the slowly varying changes in the Earth’s magnetic field which happen over time,
but the choice of model data depends on the purpose. Engineering applications often
prefer the WMM for prediction, while the scientific community prefers the IGRF for
studying past effects.
Focusing on the changes over time, NOAA records an annual change in the
magnitude of the magnetic field at FRD of -1.227mG (-122.7nT) per year for the
last 10 years. This equates to a change of about -0.1mG (-10nT) per month. The
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WMM-2010 model also predicts the magnetic field change up to 2015 including the
vector components (Bx, By, Bz) and shows the trend will continue. Interestingly, at
FRD the strength increases slightly in Bx and By but decreases substantially in Bz
causing the overall decrease in ∥B∥. Conversely, Pt. Barrow’s magnitude increases
slightly each year, with the major contribution stemming from a negative change
in By. Location matters significantly when observing the magnetic field. While
variations affect large portions of the Earth’s magnetic field, perturbations provide
more localized effects.
2.1.2 Perturbations. Artificial disturbances that perturb the Earth’s mag-
netic field include magnetic fields generated by electrical currents, buildings and
other structures, or any type of activity using ferrous materials such as steel or re-
bar. Therefore the local magnetic field near or inside a structure may vary wildly
from the Earth’s magnetic field observed outdoors away from such perturbations.
The direction and intensity of these perturbations are often determined by the size
and distance from the source. Static items such as buildings simply cause small
deviations in the existing magnetic field such that a compass heading might not
be affected, but the vector components (Bx, By, Bz) may have changed significantly.
Moving objects such as cars will provide similar deviations. However, even smaller
objects such as chairs or archaeological artifacts perturb the magnetic field enough
that most sensors can easily detect the change when placed within a few feet [23].
Electrical currents on the other hand, create magnetic fields orthogonal to
the direction of the electric field and can induce significant local deviations in the
Earth’s magnetic field. Therefore magnetic field measurements indoors or in close
proximity to electrical devices require special attention. If these fields are transient
in nature (i.e., varying strength or switching on or off) the measurements may not
be repeatable over time.
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2.2 Magnetic Sensors
From the early days of the compass to the current ability to measure the mag-
netic field from space, magnetic sensors have been used in numerous fields with many
applications. While early sensors focused on using the magnetic field for heading de-
termination, more sophisticated sensors focused on sensing the magnetic field vector
components (Bx, By, Bz) [18]. Specifically, magnetometers measure the intensity of
magnetic fields and are used in many scientific and engineering measurement de-
vices. While scalar magnetometers sense the magnetic field in a single direction,
vector magnetometers sense the magnetic field in multiple axes. These vector mag-
netometers are actually composed of a pair or triad of scalar magnetometers set
orthogonally to observe the vector components of the magnetic field. Sensors used
only for heading typically consist of a pair of scalar magnetometers , such that when
the magnetometer is level (orthogonal to Bz) magnetic heading can be computed.
Sensors measuring all three axis components consist of a triad or multiple triads
depending on the application. A typical three-axis magnetometer consisting of a
triad of sensors will have errors caused by fabrication and misalignments. For a single
sensor, these must be resolved via calibration to provide consistent measurements.
When multiple sensors are combined the individual and inter sensor errors must be
accounted for to obtain repeatable measurements.
2.2.1 Honeywell HMR2300. The Honeywell HMR2300 depicted in Fig-
ure 2.5 is a triad magnetometer which senses the magnetic field in the x, y, and z
axes via three magneto-resistive sensors oriented orthogonally [22]. The HMR2300
outputs the strength of each axis in counts. A single count is equal to 0.067mG
or 6.7nT. This level of sensitivity easily detects changes in the magnetic field en-
countered in the indoor or outdoor environment. The measurement range is ±2
Gauss, which allows for much stronger readings than the typical Earth’s magnetic
field which is near 0.5 Gauss in magnitude in most areas. For example, if a perfect
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Figure 2.5: Honeywell HMR2300 digital magnetometer.
magnetometer were aligned such that the vector components were perfectly aligned
with the magnetic field vector (i.e., x=Bx, y=By and z=Bz) the measurements would
yield the true magnetic vector for that location. The HMR2300 receives power and
communicates through the 9-pin serial connection on the body housing as shown in
Figure 2.5.
The HMR2300 is also able to sample the magnetic field environment at se-
lectable rates, ranging from 1 Hz to 154 Hz, which allows investigation of magnetic
fields produced by electrical currents. The HMR2300 was chosen for measurement
sensitivity in the field of interest while remaining fairly inexpensive with a small
sensor size. However, the HMR2300 is not error free, and errors must be resolved in
order to deliver repeatable measurements from day to day and from sensor to sensor.
2.3 Measurement Error Sources
Magnetometers are corrupted by a plethora of errors. The errors associated
with the magnetometer include bias (offset), scale factor, non-orthogonality and
misalignments as well as setup errors. The interfering magnetic fields, known as
environment errors, consist of hard iron biases and soft iron biases specific to the
location of the magnetometer. These would include any ferromagnetic material in the
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vicinity of the magnetometer, especially the structure the magnetometer is mounted
on or in.
2.3.1 Setup errors. The Honeywell HMR2300 error resolution process be-
gins with the installation. If the magnetometer body is not secured tightly, slight
movements will manifest as completely different measurements. Additionally, the
serial connector may contain ferrous components, resulting in inconsistent measure-
ments if the connector is not secured at approximately the same tightness each time.
The use of serial connectors formed entirely from plastic along with ribbon cable
greatly reduced this type of error.
2.3.2 Test environment errors. The next source of errors are from the
test environment. The magnetometer power supplies, laptop, electric cabling, and
battery packs change the magnetic field in the vicinity of the magnetometers. Great
care must be taken when attempting to characterize the magnetometers and error
sources since the scientist may inadvertently change the test environment. Addition-
ally, most indoor environments are not well suited to characterize the magnetometer.
Moving the magnetometer outside or in a large open environment significantly re-
duces perturbations in the sensed magnetic field.
2.3.3 Fixed environment errors. Some materials generate their own mag-
netic fields. These hard iron biases stem from “slowly time-varying fields generated
by primarily ferromagnetic structural materials“ [17]. These generally typify immov-
able objects in an area. The hard iron biases result in a fixed magnetic deviation
and can be modeled as a true bias (offset)
bhi = [bℎix b
ℎi
y b
ℎi
z ]
T (2.1)
and would remain constant for a given area.
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The second type of bias consists of soft iron deviations due to induced mag-
netization caused by the permeability of ferromagnetic material interacting with an
external magnetic field [41]. For example, the metal body of a car distorts the Earth’s
magnetic field even when the car is not running. These soft iron effects are modeled
by a symmetric matrix
Csi =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
c11 c12 c13
c12 c22 c23
c13 c23 c33
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
(2.2)
and these would be dependent on the location as well as other instrumentation near
the magnetometer.
2.3.4 Internal Magnetometer Errors. The magnetometer bias, or offset,
requires a fixed correction represented by
bso = [bsox b
so
y b
so
z ]
T (2.3)
where the measurements from magnetometer A will be different from magnetometer
B simply due to fabrication issues, even if all other errors were removed.
The magnetometer also suffers from scale-factor errors. For example, a mea-
surement of 100mG in the magnetometer x axis may represent the true magnetic
field value of 110mG, while a measurement of 10mG represents a true value of 11mG.
The resulting scale factor for that magnetometer axis would be 1.1. Scale factor er-
rors represent the uncertainty in the constant of proportionality and are modeled by
a diagonal matrix
Csf =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
sfx 0 0
0 sfy 0
0 0 sfz
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
(2.4)
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In a perfect magnetometer, all measurements would be orthogonal. However, due to
fabrication issues this is not the case and small misalignments are introduced. The
correction for these errors can be modeled as
Cm =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
1 xy xz
xy 1 yz
xz yz 1
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
−1
(2.5)
where x, y, z are the misalignments.
The magnetometer measurements are also corrupted by noise, as seen in Fig-
ure 2.6. For typical measurements the HMR2300 datasheet provides sensor noise
characteristics of 0.01% of field strength (FS) and a maximum of 0.52% when the
magnetic field is less than 1 Gauss [22]. Table 2.1 provides the statistics for the three
magnetometers during this period when changes in the Earth’s magnetic field were
not greatly affected by the diurnal cycle. The magnetometers are identified by their
serial number (i.e., SN237 is magnetometer with serial number ending in 237).
The noise characterization from Table 2.1 shows noise strengths slightly larger
than typical. This was expected since the indoor environment, even in a quiet
environment from midnight to 2 A.M. on a weekend contains perturbations such as
electrical lines and equipment even though they are a significant distance from the
magnetometers.
Table 2.1: Magnetometer noise characteristics in milliGauss (mG).
Magnetometer x̄ 2x ȳ 
2
y z̄ 
2
z
SN237 -195.3290 0.0070 -54.6442 0.0035 -414.4118 0.0171
SN241 -201.2587 0.0146 -68.4668 0.0106 -442.9471 0.0222
SN242 -205.9915 0.0177 -60.9721 0.0159 -440.1646 0.0154
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Figure 2.6: HMR2300 measurements taken in a quiet indoor environment from
midnight to 2 A.M., representative of observations from three separate magnetome-
ters.
The identification of these errors allow the construction of the full measurement
model as developed in Renaudin [41] where
B̂ = CsfCm(CsiB+ bhi) + bso + v = CB+ b+ v (2.6)
such that B̂ is the 3x1 vector of measurements from the sensor and B is the 3x1
vector representing the true magnetic field. The matrix C is the 3x3 matrix of scale
factors, distortions (misalignments and soft iron disturbances) and the 3x1 vector b
is the combined bias. Finally, the 3x1 vector v is the measurement noise modeled
as a zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise process with
E[vkv
T
j ] = Rkj (2.7)
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where E[⋅] is the expected value operator, R is the measurement covariance matrix,
and kj is the Kronecker delta. The subscripts k and j denote discrete time in-
dices. The strength of vj is determined from the sensor noise and the diurnal cycle.
Although the noise from the diurnal cycle is highly time correlated, modeling as
zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise allows compensation for magnetic events
without specific knowledge of time of occurrence.
Temperature, hysteresis, vibration and even the power supply also provide
sources of error, however, significantly smaller in scale. To account for the multitude
of errors present in measurements, several methods exist for calibration depending
on the type of magnetometer and environment.
2.4 Calibration methods
Many magnetometer calibration methods exist depending on the type of mag-
netometer and application required. Knowledge of the Earth’s magnetic field is
often available to some degree and differing calibration techniques benefit in differ-
ing ways. An overview of the methods typically used to calibrate magnetometers in
the presence of Earth’s magnetic field are presented in the sections that follow.
Magnetometer calibration generally requires 12 parameters: three biases (or
offsets), three scale-factors, three non-orthogonal angles (or distortions) and three
Euler angles (if calibrating to an absolute reference frame). Since the vehicle body
frame is the only frame available in this research, only the first nine parameters will
be discussed.
2.4.1 Swinging methods. For the purposes of this dissertation, swinging
will describe existing methods which rotate exclusively around the vertical axis either
by spinning around the axis in place or by traversing a circle. Swinging methods uti-
lize straightforward techniques for heading correction as well as bias and scale-factor
estimation. Depending on the purpose of the swinging calibration, true heading or
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knowledge of the Earth’s magnetic field may be used to determine the calibration
parameters. The main detractor of swinging methods is the inability to determine
the distortion terms between the axes. For example, if the sensor is tilted slightly
upwards a misalignment calibration term is needed to correct for the vertical com-
ponent present in the horizontal measurements.
2.4.1.1 Compass swinging. Often used in 2D heading applications,
compass swinging is prevalent in vehicle platforms such as airplanes and ships [1].
Gebre-Egziabher also provided a thorough overview of compass swinging before pro-
ceeding with three-axis magnetometer calibration [17]. A standard compass or a
two-axis magnetometer is leveled and exposed to known headings either via rota-
tion about the vertical axis or by traveling in a circle. The differences between the
observed heading and the known heading are recorded in order to create a table
of heading corrections. For two-axis magnetometers the compass swinging method
calculates the heading  via the principle arctangent function
 = −tan−1
(
B̂y
B̂x
)
(2.8)
where B̂x and B̂y are the observed magnetic field measurements in the horizontal
axes. Theˆ symbol specifically denotes observed measurements from a sensor. For
simple applications such as personal vehicles, Equation (2.8) is often used to simply
determine the heading without specific knowledge of the Earth’s magnetic field and
the value of zero degrees is set to true north.
2.4.1.2 Bias and scale-factor estimation without knowledge of the Earth’s
magnetic field. Estimation of the biases and scale-factors uses measurements col-
lected during the magnetometer rotation about the vertical axis (or circle traver-
sal) [10, 11, 28, 37]. The method proposed by Caruso [10] estimates the scale-factors
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and biases in each axis as
sfx =Max
(
1,
B̂Maxy − B̂Miny
B̂Maxx − B̂Minx
)
sfy =Max
(
1,
B̂Maxx − B̂Minx
B̂Maxy − B̂Miny
)
(2.9)
and biases
bx =
B̂Maxx − B̂Minx
2
− B̂Maxx
by =
B̂Maxy − B̂Miny
2
− B̂Maxy (2.10)
where B̂Maxx , B̂
Max
y , B̂
Min
x , and B̂
Min
y are the maximum and minimum of the measure-
ment observations along the x and y axes, respectively. A more accurate heading
estimate can be obtained,
 = −tan−1
(
sfy(B̂y + by)
sfx(B̂x + bx)
)
(2.11)
as presented in [37]. Again, if the heading is known, Equation (2.11) can be used
to create a more accurate set of heading corrections by comparing the calculated
heading with the known heading. If the true heading is unknown, Equation (2.11)
is viewed as the best estimate [37]. If the sensor is freely rotated through all three
axes, the same methods can be used to find sfz and bz.
2.4.1.3 Bias and scale-factor when the components of the Earth’s mag-
netic field are known. If the individual components of the Earth’s magnetic field
B = [Bx By Bz] are known from a model such as the IGRF, an extension of the
equations derived by [10] yields better estimates of the scale-factors and an estimate
for bz is
bz =
B̂Maxz + B̂
Min
z
2
− Bz (2.12)
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for the vertical axis. The scale-factors for each axis are
sfx =
Bx
B̂Maxx − bx
sfy =
Bx
B̂Maxy − by
(2.13)
sfz =
Bz
√
∥
∥
∥B̂
∥
∥
∥
2
−
∥
∥
∥B̂h
∥
∥
∥
2
where
∥
∥
∥B̂
∥
∥
∥ and
∥
∥
∥B̂h
∥
∥
∥ are the total magnitude and horizontal magnitude of the
observed magnetic field, respectively. At first glance, the equation for sfy appears to
have the incorrect value of Bx as the numerator. However, when the magnetometer
is rotated in the horizontal plane, B̂Maxy is a function of Bx since the y axis is exposed
to the maximum true value of Bx.
2.4.1.4 Additional improvements for calibration. Even in these cases,
measurements are often skewed by tilt in each axis. To correct these errors Caruso [10]
proposed exploiting liquid filled tilt sensors. Similarly, measurements from an inertial
measurement unit mounted in the same frame as the magnetometer could be used.
The common component missing in all of these methods is the ability to determine
the relationship between the axes due to misalignments.
2.4.2 Sensor matching. A high-quality and very sensitive magnetometer
such as a nuclear magnetometer or cryogenic superconducting quantum interference
devices (SQUID) magnetometer provide the most accurate magnetic field measure-
ments available and can be used to provide comparison data in order to determine
calibration parameters for a lower quality sensor [35]. However these magnetome-
ters have significant requirements and in most cases are cost prohibitive if the only
purpose is to provide calibration parameters.
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2.4.3 Known magnetic field . Magnetic induction coils can provide a mag-
netic field of known magnitude and direction of greater strength than the Earth’s
magnetic field. In an environment with low hard and soft iron biases the magne-
tometer is exposed to the coil or set of coils and then rotated orthogonally to produce
a set of calibration parameters [6].
2.4.4 Filtering. Kalman filtering implementations model the error parame-
ters and utilize a measurement model with a dynamic model of movement to find the
optimal estimate of the calibration parameters. This technique is often used when
the platform has a well-defined motion model. The benefits of Kalman filtering are
greatest when combining multiple magnetometer measurements or measurements
from different types of sensors. However, the optimality is reduced as the magne-
tometer measurements become nonlinear, and this technique relies heavily on the
quality of the underlying measurement and dynamic models for proper estimation.
Additionally, initial estimates of the error parameters must be fairly accurate to pre-
vent filter divergence. Gebre-Egziabher [15] used that technique by estimating the
initial error parameters and then implemented a Kalman filter using measurement
data from magnetometers and gyros to determine attitude. Additionally, batch lin-
ear least squares, an extended Kalman filter (EKF), and an unscented Kalman filter
(UKF) approach are compared by Crassidis [13] for use in real-time on orbit cali-
bration of a magnetometer in a space environment. The use of neural networks has
also been explored in separate research by Wang [47] and Moafipoor [37]. However,
these methods require extensive training sets and focus on heading correction rather
than the actual calibration of magnetometer measurements in each axis.
2.4.5 Ellipsoid fitting. When possible, some variant of ellipsoid fitting
is the method of choice for calibration in the Earth’s magnetic field [2, 7, 9, 14, 16,
19, 25, 34, 41, 44]. Ellipsoid fitting can determine nine of the possible 12 calibration
parameters, the remaining three parameters required for absolute orientation cannot
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be resolved from comparison with the Earth’s magnetic field. The reasons to use
ellipsoid fitting are understandable. No extra equipment is required, the routine is
simple, and knowledge of the Earth’s magnetic field is easily obtained via the IGRF
given a latitude, longitude, and height.
A straightforward model for measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field is
B̂ = CB+ b+ v (2.14)
where B̂ is a 3x1 vector of measurements from the sensor and B is the 3x1 vector
representing the true magnetic field. The 3x3 matrix C is composed of the scale
factors and distortions while the 3x1 vector b is the combined hard iron and soft
iron biases. The hard and soft iron biases as well as the soft iron disturbances are
external to the magnetometer and a product of the local environment caused by
ferrous materials near the magnetometer and large ferrous deposits in the Earth.
Finally, the 3x1 vector v is the measurement noise typical of the sensor. Ellipsoid
fitting relies on magnetometer measurements in an environment where, regardless
of sensor rotation, the magnitude of the magnetic field ∥B∥ would be the same.
This is true when the calibrated magnetometer is placed away from ferrous materials
completely, or when the relative position of the ferrous materials is fixed with respect
to the magnetometer. In this case, measurements obtained by rotating the sensor
through all three axes at varying inclinations should be points on a sphere with
radius equal to the magnitude of the magnetic field. However, the measurements are
generally not perfect and create an ellipsoid. Fitting the ellipsoid of measurements
to the sphere of known magnitude via a least-squares technique results in the bias
vector b and transformation matrix, A = C−1, needed to calibrate the original
measurements. The following development in three dimensions illustrates the core
technique which is common to [2, 7, 9, 14, 16, 34, 41].
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The ellipsoid fitting method seeks the best correction matrix A = C−1 and
bias vector b such that the best estimate of the true magnetic field B is obtained.
The equation to solve is
∥B∥2 = ∥A(xi − b)∥2 for i = 1 . . .N (2.15)
where A is a 3x3 matrix representative of the scale-factors and distortions, xi is the
ith 3x1 magnetic field measurement vector with N measurements taken, and b is the
3x1 bias vector. ∥B∥ is the total field magnitude of the Earth’s magnetic field. The
right side of Equation 2.15 can be expanded, allowing
∥B∥2 = (x− b)TATA(x− b)
= xTATAx− bTATAx− xTATAb+ bTATAb
= xTQx− 2bTQx + k
∥B∥2 − k = xTQx− 2bTQx (2.16)
where Q = ATA is a 3x3 symmetric matrix and k = bTATAb = bTQb is simply a
constant, the difference between
∥
∥
∥B̂
∥
∥
∥
2
, the total field magnitude squared measured
by the magnetometer, and ∥B∥2, the true total field magnitude squared. Addition-
ally, the subscripts on x are suppressed. Now, expanding the elements of xTQx
yields
xTQx = [x y z]
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
q11 q12 q13
q12 q22 q23
q13 q23 q33
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
x
y
z
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
= q11x
2 + q22y
2 + q33z
2 + 2q12xy + 2q13xz + 2q23yz (2.17)
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and similarly
−2bTQx =− 2[bx by bz]
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
q11 q12 q13
q12 q22 q23
q13 q23 q33
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
x
y
z
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
=− 2(q11bx + q12by + q13bz)x
− 2(q12bx + q22by + q23bz)y
− 2(q13bx + q23by + q33bz)z (2.18)
=− 2(p7x+ p8y + p9z)
where p simply represents a variable in the parameter matrix. Setting k = 0 on the
left side of Equation (2.16) and using IGRF model data for B, the left side becomes
an Nx1 vector of ∥B∥2 terms. The right side of Equation 2.16 becomes
∥B∥2Nx1 = Dp (2.19)
where
p =
[
q11 q22 q33 q12 q13 q23 p7 p8 p9
]T
D =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
x21 y
2
1 z
2
1 2x1y1 2x1z1 2y1z1 −2x1 −2y1 −2z1
x22 y
2
2 z
2
2 2x2y2 2x2z2 2y2z2 −2x2 −2y2 −2z2
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
x2N y
2
N z
2
N 2xNyN 2xNzN 2yNzN −2xN −2yN −2zN
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
Nx9
the Nx9 design matrix and the 9x1 parameter vector.
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The overdetermined system of equations can be solved by least squares where
DT∥B∥2
Nx1 = D
TDp
(DTD)−1DT∥B∥2Nx1 = p (2.20)
assuming DTD)−1DT exists. This results in the 9x1 parameter vector p of which
the first six parameters are the components of Q as shown in Equations (2.13)
and (2.18). The symmetric, positive definite matrix Q = QT will be invertible,
provided a sufficient number of data points (N) have been captured. The last three
components of p are the solutions to Equation (2.18), which provide the information
needed to find the bias vector
(bTQ)T = Qb = p7,8,9
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
q11 q12 q13
q12 q22 q23
q13 q23 q33
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
bx
by
bz
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
=
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
p7
p8
p9
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
b = Q−1p7,8,9 (2.21)
and resolve the bias in each axis. Remembering that Q is actually ATA requires
finding the symmetric square root of Q, which is found by performing a singular
value decomposition such that Q = UΣUT, the product of two orthogonal matrices
and a diagonal matrix. Taking the square root of the diagonal terms in Σ such that
U
√
ΣUT = A = C
−1
, where C−1 is the matrix containing the best estimate of the
scale-factors and distortions. In terms of Equation (2.14), the best estimate of the
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true magnetic field can be found by
CB+ b+ v = B̂i for i = 1 . . .N
CB+ v = B̂i − b
B = C−1(B̂i − b− v)
B = A(B̂i − b− v) (2.22)
which yields calibrated measurements for each sensor. However, full observability
in each axis is not always attainable due to restrictions in movement. For example,
rotation about the horizontal axes (roll and pitch) is not possible in most large vehi-
cles. Subsequently, attempting the ellipsoid calibration method with measurement
observations that do not represent the 3D magnetic field will result in very poor
estimates of the error terms.
2.4.5.1 The strictly two-dimensional ellipse method. If the Bz com-
ponent were completely ignored and only Bx and By were assumed to be present in
the measurements, a strict ellipse method would provide corrections in two dimen-
sions only. Beginning with the two-dimensional versions of Equations (2.17 - 2.21)
the strict ellipse method would be
xTQx = [x y]
⎡
⎣
q11 q12
q12 q22
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
x
y
⎤
⎦
= q11x
2 + q22y
2 + 2q12xy (2.23)
−2bTQx =− 2[bx by]
⎡
⎣
q11 q12
q12 q22
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
x
y
⎤
⎦
=− 2(q11bx + q12by)x− 2(q12bx + q22by)y
=− 2(p4x+ p5y) (2.24)
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∥Bh∥2Nx1 = Dp (2.25)
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
∥Bh∥2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
∥Bh∥2
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
=
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
x
2
1
y
2
1
2x1y1 −2x1 −2y1
x
2
2 y
2
2 2x2y2 −2x2 −2y2
x
2
3
y
2
3
2x3y3 −2x3 −2y3
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
x
2
N
y
2
N
2xNyN −2xN −2yN
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
q11
q22
q12
p4
p5
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
DT∥Bh∥2Nx1 = DTDp
(DTD)−1DT∥Bh∥2Nx1 = p (2.26)
(bTQ)T = Qb = p4,5
⎡
⎣
q11 q12
q12 q22
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
bx
by
⎤
⎦ =
⎡
⎣
p4
p5
⎤
⎦
b = Q−1p4,5 (2.27)
and strictly pertains to the horizontal axes. Relating Equation (2.15) to the two-
dimensional equivalent to focus on the horizontal portion
∥
∥
∥B̂h
∥
∥
∥ of the magnetic field
yields
∥Bh∥2 =
∥
∥
∥Ah(B̂h − bh)
∥
∥
∥
2
(2.28)
where Ah = Ch
−1 is a 2x2 matrix containing the scale-factor and distortion correc-
tions, B̂h is the 2x1 magnetic field measurement vector in two axes with N measure-
ments observed, and bh is the 2x1 bias vector. ∥Bh∥ is the horizontal magnitude
of the Earth’s magnetic field for the location of measurement observations from a
model such as the IGRF. Equations (2.23 - 2.27) for the two-dimensional case yield
the scale-factor and distortion correction matrix Ah and biases bh for the horizontal
axes, as long as the measurement observations only include components from the
horizontal axes.
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2.5 Coordinate Transformations
Many reference frames exist which relate the position of a particular object to
a frame of reference to determine location. In navigation systems, the measurement
sensors are often not aligned with the body of the vehicle they are helping to navigate.
Additionally, the moving vehicle generally requires a relationship with the Earth to
determine position and heading. In order to make all of this information useful, a
relationship between the reference frames must be established.
The direction cosine matrix (DCM) is one way of relating reference frames.
The DCM uses geometry and vector math to rotate between reference frames. The
DCM is is represented as Cbs, where the DCM converts from the sensor frame s to
the body frame b. The use of C as the 3x3 matrix defined as the inner products of
the unit basis vectors is simply standard notation, not to be confused with the scale-
factor and misalignments matrix in Section 2.4. Similarly, the DCM Cnb converts
from the body frame b to the navigation frame n. The angles used to determine the
DCM are provided by the sensor mount in the navigation system. The DCM can
be combined with a vector to change the origin of the coordinate system as well. A
vector expressed in the body frame b (xb) can be rotated into the navigation frame
n (xn) and undergo a change of origin using
xn = Cnbx
b + rnb (2.29)
The transformation now conveys a rotation as well as a change in origin between the
coordinate frames, such as changing from WGS-84 coordinates to a local level frame
like east, north, and up (ENU).
2.6 Kalman Filtering
A linear Kalman filter is “an optimal, recursive data processing algorithm” that
is used to generate an estimate of the states based on current measurement values
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and all previous measurements [32]. However, the Kalman filter does not require
specific knowledge of previous measurements. The generalized system model used
in a Kalman filter is comprised of a dynamics matrix, F, a matrix that describes
how the noises affect the system model, G, and a matrix that describes how control
inputs affect the outcome of the system, B. The stochastic differential equation is
ẋ(t) = F(t)x(t) +B(t)u(t) +G(t)w(t) (2.30)
where w(t) represents the white, Gaussian, driving noises on the system [32]. The
matrix Q is defined as
E[w(t)wT(t + )] = Q(t)() (2.31)
where () is the Dirac delta function. In order to combine the state estimate
with the discrete measurements, Equation 2.30 must be discretized, which results
in a stochastic difference equation. The equivalent stochastic difference equation for
Equation 2.30 which is developed in Maybeck [32], becomes,
x(tk+1) = Φ(tk+1, tk)x(tk) +Bd(tk)u(tk) +Gd(tk)wd(tk) (2.32)
where
Δt = tk+1 − tk
Φ(tk+1, tk) = e
F(tk)Δt
Bd =
∫ tk+1
tk
Φ(tk+1, )B()d
E[wd(tk)wd
T(tk)] = Qd(tk) =
∫ tk+1
tk
Φ(tk+1, )G()Q()G
T()ΦT(tk+1, )d
(2.33)
The time difference, denoted by Δt, may or may not be uniformly spaced. The
state transition matrix Φ describes the change in the states over time. Bd is the
discrete-time input matrix, and wd is the discrete-time process noise.
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The discrete measurements are modeled as
z(tk) = H(tk)x(tk) + v(tk) (2.34)
where H(tk) is the observation matrix, and v(tk) is the measurement corruption
noise.
2.6.1 Propagation and Measurement Updates. Using the system model
as defined above, the first step in the Kalman filtering process is to propagate the
current information forward in time. This step is a prediction of how the states will
change over a specific time interval, Δt. The system dynamics matrix, F, contains the
behavior information of the system. The Kalman filter advances the state estimates
based on the system model. The propagated state and covariance are represented
by
x̂(t−k+1) = Φ(tk+1, tk)x̂(t
+
k ) +Bdu(tk) +Gd(tk)wd(tk) (2.35)
P(t−k+1) = Φ(tk+1, tk)P(t
+
k )Φ
T(tk+1, tk) +Qd(tk). (2.36)
where x̂(t+k ) is the post-measurement update state estimate at time tk, x̂(t
−
k+1) is
the propagated (pre-measurement) state estimate at time tk+1, P(t
+
k ) is the post
measurement filter covariance, and P(t−k+1) is the propagated filter covariance.
With the state estimates propagated, the next step combines the measurement
data, when it is available, with the propagated state estimate. This is done using
K(tk) = P(t
−
k )H
T(tk)[H(tk)P(t
−
k )H
T(tk) +R(tk)]
−1 (2.37)
x̂(t+k ) = x̂(t
−
k ) +K(tk)[z(tk)−H(tk)x̂(t−k )] (2.38)
P(t+k ) = P(t
−
k )−K(tk)H(tk)P(t−k ) (2.39)
where the matrix K(tk) is the Kalman gain.
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2.6.2 Nonlinear estimation. Many systems cannot be described by linear
stochastic models and require an extension to the model of the linear Kalman filter
for use in nonlinear filtering. The nonlinear system model is defined as the following
stochastic differential equation driven by white Gaussian noise:
ẋ(t) = f [x(t),u(t), t] +G(t)w(t) (2.40)
The noise corrupted discrete measurements are modeled as
z(tk) = h[x(tk), tk] + v(tk) (2.41)
The full derivation as well as applications such as the extended Kalman filter can be
found in [33].
2.7 Particle filtering
Unlike a linear Kalman filter, a particle filter addresses the problem of non-
linearities through propagation of the non-Gaussian probability density function
(PDF). As Arulampalam [3] states, “it is a technique for implementing a recursive
Bayesian filter by Monte-Carlo simulations.” The particle filter contains similar com-
ponents to a Kalman filter such as the overall system model as well as propagation
and update cycles. This section develops a generalized particle filter.
2.7.1 Particles. The particle filter method maps PDFs of interest to a
collection of discrete, weighted particles [46]. Arulampalam [3] provided a guide for
several possible filters, including the grid-based filter and development of the particle
filter. Additionally, Rekleitis [40] offered a tutorial on the overall particle filter as
well as choices in resampling methods.
Each particle in the particle filter represents an individual state estimate xk at
time k, independent of the other particles. The state estimate xk is represented as
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a vector since the state estimate often contains several values and has size NS. For
example, a three dimensional navigation state estimate normally includes nine states
representing position, velocity, and acceleration in each axis (NS=9) . X represents
the collection of particles such that
X =
[
x1 x2 . . . xNP
]T
NP = number of particles (2.42)
with corresponding weights
W =
[
w1 w2 . . . wNP
]T
NP = number of particles (2.43)
and
NP∑
i=1
wi = 1 (2.44)
such that a single particle (xi) with corresponding weight (wi) represents a discrete
sample of the PDF [3]. The collection of particles and weights now represent the
entire discrete PDF. Now the entire state estimate and underlying PDF can be
expressed in terms of the collection of particles X(tk) and the corresponding weights
W(tk) at time tk. Initial weights are constructed such that the initial prior PDF is
simply 1/NP for all values of W(t0) which conveys a flat PDF that sums to one. The
initial particles for X(t0) are based on the estimate of the states at initialization.
However, if the process is well known at initialization, the particles and weights can
be initialized to accurately represent the PDF.
It is also useful to define a few statistics which will be used throughout the
particle filter. The weighted mean of the particles at time tk can now be expressed
as
X̄(tk) = E[X(tk)] =
NP∑
i=1
wi(tk)xi(tk) at time tk (2.45)
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and the weighted covariance is
P(tk) = E
[
(xi(tk)− X̄(tk))(xi(tk)− X̄(tk))T
]
(2.46)
=
NP∑
i=1
wi(tk)
[
xi(tk)− X̄(tk)
] [
xi(tk)− X̄(tk)
]T
Additionally, Bayes’ rule is defined as
P [B∣A] = P [A ∩B]
P [A]
= P [B∣A] = P [A∣B]P [B]
P [A]
. (2.47)
where P [A∣B] is the probability of A given all values of B.
The goal of the particle filter is to estimate the posterior PDF based on the
prior PDF, likelihood, and the evidence. The algorithm is
p (x(tk−1)∣Z(tk−1))
propagation→ p (x(tk)∣Z(tk−1))
update→ p (x(tk)∣Z(tk))
where p (x(tk−1)∣Z(tk−1)) represents the PDF of the previous estimate conditioned
on the measurement history, p (x(tk)∣Z(tk−1)) is the prior PDF of the current esti-
mate after propagation, and p (x(tk)∣Z(tk)) is the posterior PDF after the update is
applied. The posterior PDF is found by
p (x(tk)∣Z(tk)) =
likelihood
︷ ︸︸ ︷
p (z(tk)∣x(tk))
prior
︷ ︸︸ ︷
p (x(tk)∣Z(tk−1))
p (z(tk)∣Z(tk−1))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
evidence
(2.48)
which is composed of the likelihood p (z(tk)∣x(tk)), the prior PDF p (x(tk)∣Z(tk−1)),
and the evidence p (z(tk)∣Z(tk−1)). To obtain the prior PDF, propagation must occur
via the dynamics model.
2.7.1.1 Propagation. The previous state estimate x+(tk−1) is propa-
gated forward based on a dynamics model to generate x−(tk). The superscript “−”
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indicates the propagated estimate prior to a measurement being received and an up-
date applied. Now the collection of independently propagated state estimates x−i (tk)
at time tk form the propagated particle filter estimate X
−(tk). W
−(tk) has not
changed yet. X̄−(tk) and P
−(tk) can now be calculated using Equations 2.45-2.46.
2.7.1.2 Likelihood. The likelihood function provides how well the
incoming measurement z(tk) correlates to the estimated measurement based on each
h[x−i (tk)] in X
−(tk). The generalized multivariate Gaussian likelihood function from
Maybeck [33] is
L
(
x−i (tk)∣z(tk),P−(tk)
)
=  exp
{
−1
2
[z(tk)− ẑi(tk)]P−(tk)−1 [z(tk)− ẑi(tk)]T
}
(2.49)
where
 =
1
√
(2)N ∣P−(tk)∣
(2.50)
i = 1, 2...NP
 = measurement parameter noise characteristics
P−(tk) = measurement covariance matrix
N = number of measurements contained in z(tk)
ẑi = h[x
−
i (tk)]
and provides a scalar likelihood value for each x−i (tk) in X
−(tk). If the measurement
variance is the same in each axis and the measurements are independent, the equation
is reduced to
L
(
x−i (tk)∣z(tk), 2z
)
=  exp
{
− 1
22z
[z(tk)− ẑi(tk)] [z(tk)− ẑi(tk)]T
}
(2.51)
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where
 =
1
√
(22z)
N
(2.52)
2z = measurement noise variance
The  term outside the exponential represents a scaling factor conditioned
on z, which can lead to a condition known as  dominance if all the likelihoods
are approximately equal [12]. The information contained in the likelihood function
lies in the measurement residual [z(tk)− ẑi(tk)]. The incoming measurements z(tk)
provide the most recent measurement available, while h[x−i (tk)] is the estimated
measurement based on the propagated state estimate x−i (tk) and the function h
based on the measurement model (i.e., the relationship between the measurements
and the states). With the likelihood and prior PDF knowledge, the evidence serves
as a normalizing factor such that the posterior PDF will sum to one.
2.7.1.3 Posterior PDF. In the particle filter, creating the posterior
PDF starts by combining W−(tk) with the likelihood from Equation 2.51 via Bayes
rule. This information now represents the fusion of the independently propagated
state estimates for each particle x−(tk) with the likelihood based on the most recent
measurement. In order for this information to represent the posterior PDF, the 
term outside the exponential from the likelihood function in Equation 2.51 and the
evidence from Equation 2.48 serve as normalizing constants and are not required
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explicitly. Instead
W+(tk) = [ w+1 w
+
2 . . . w
+
NP
]T (2.53)
w+i (tk) =
L(x−i (tk)∣z(tk), 2z)w−i (tk)
∑NP
i=1
(
L(x−i (tk))w
−
i (tk)
)
NP∑
i=1
w+i (tk) = 1
such that the normalizing constants are equivalent to the sum of the likelihood and
prior PDF to cause the new particle weights W+(tk) to sum to one. With the
posterior PDF calculated, the state and covariance estimates can be updated after
particle resampling occurs.
2.7.1.4 Particle resampling. In the particle filter, a condition known
as particle starvation can occur when the preponderance of particles possess near zero
weight and only a few particles contain the bulk of the probability. This can reduce
accuracy and even cause filter instability. To overcome this problem, particle resam-
pling eliminates particles with low likelihood and increases the number of particles
in high likelihood areas without changing the PDF. This is completed via sequential
importance resampling. Particles with the greatest weight, above some threshold,
are kept while the rest are eliminated. The resulting particles still represent the
underlying PDF, and the weights become constant values of 1/NP [40].
2.7.1.5 Update. X̄+(tk) and P
+(tk) can now be calculated using
Equations 2.45-2.46. These values are provided as the output of the particle filter
and serve as the estimated states for comparison with a meaningful reference.
2.8 Summary
This chapter outlines the background theory required to conduct research in
magnetic field navigation. The investigation of the error sources and stability of
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the Earth’s magnetic field convey the utility of the measurements while highlighting
potential pitfalls in measurement quality. The application of the calibration tech-
nique will allow comparison of measurements from different platforms. Finally, the
particle filter provides an estimation method to begin using the measurements in a
meaningful fashion.
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III. A Modified Ellipsoid Calibration for Strapdown Three-Axis
Magnetometers
I
n order to consider magnetic field information as a potential source for naviga-
tion in multiple platforms, the measurements must be repeatable with respect
to position. Effective calibration of the magnetometer mounted in the platform al-
lows comparison with respect to position, and ultimately insight for the estimated
measurement noise variance z. While several calibration methods were outlined in
Section 2.4, most did not correctly calibrate the measurements in each axis. Those
that did correctly calibrate the measurements in each axis required rotation about
multiple axes. Therefore a new calibration method was developed for large vehicles
limited to rotation about a single axis.
Recalling Equations 2.23- 2.27 for the two-dimensional case spotlight the scale-
factor and distortion correction matrix Ah and biases bh for the horizontal axes, as
long as the measurement observations only include components from the horizon-
tal axes. If a strict ellipse implementation were the goal, the method would stop
here. However, small misalignments and non-horizontal sensor orientation during
collection will map the vertical component of the magnetic field into the horizontal
measurements. Without tilt angle sensors or inertial measurement unit data, these
factors often remain unresolved. Therefore Ah contains the relationship for the
two-dimensional scale-factors and distortions, but does not account for the vertical
component Bz included in the measurements due to tilt and/or misalignment. The
next section describes how the modified ellipsoid method accounts for this mapping.
3.1 Modified ellipsoid method
Since existing 2D or 3D calibration methods do not fit the problem of a strap-
down magnetometer in a large vehicle, a new method was sought to provide the best
calibration possible. Utilizing the information from the strict ellipse derivation, a
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modification accounts for the z component mapping into the x− y plane. If the Bz
component is present in the horizontal axes, the two-dimensional Ah can be scaled
and combined with sfz to create the full three-dimensional A correction matrix using
the approach described below.
Applying Ah and bh to the measurement observations yields
∥
∥
∥B̃h
∥
∥
∥
2
=
∥
∥
∥Ah(B̂h − bh)
∥
∥
∥
2
(3.1)
where
∥
∥
∥B̃h
∥
∥
∥ represents the horizontal magnitude of the measurement observations
after applying Ah and bh, but
∥
∥
∥B̃h
∥
∥
∥ ∕= ∥Bh∥ if any portion of B̂z is present in the
B̂x and B̂y measurement observations. To obtain
∥
∥
∥B̃h
∥
∥
∥ = ∥Bh∥, the scaling term 
must be calculated where
 =
∥Bh∥2
∥
∥
∥B̃h
∥
∥
∥
2 (3.2)
While it is easily discernible that  is a scalar, it must also be a constant, for the
reasons described in the following. The measurements associated with the Earth’s
magnetic field were defined to be a sphere with radius ∥B∥ and origin at the position
on the Earth the measurements were taken. The resulting sphere equation is
∥B∥2 = B2x +B2y +B2z ∀ Bx, By, Bz ∈ ℝ (3.3)
and strictly adheres to the relationship of the magnetic field measurements defined
by the models used for the IGRF and WMM. Since Bh represents only the horizontal
components of this sphere, the horizontal measurements form a circle whereby
∥Bh∥2 = B2x +B2y ∀ Bx, By ∈ ℝ (3.4)
From Equation (3.1), B̃h also represents a circle since the original elliptical mea-
surement observations were transformed to a circle centered at the origin via the
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correction matrix Ah and bias bh. Now Bh and B̃h represent two circles of different
sizes centered at the same origin. Any two circles centered at the same origin differ
only by a constant scaling factor, which in this case is defined as .
Now the full 3x3 correction matrix A and the 3x1 bias matrix b can be formed
by applying  to Ah to preserve the relationship identified during the strict two-
dimensional ellipse method, but properly scaled such that
∥
∥
∥B̃h
∥
∥
∥=∥Bh∥ for corrected
measurements. The resulting matrix contains scale-factor and distortion corrections
for the horizontal axes, but only a scale-factor correction for the vertical axis, shown
as
A =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
Ah
... 0
. . . . . . . . .
0
... sfz
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
(3.5)
b = [bx by bz]
T (3.6)
where bz and sfz are calculated as in Equations (2.12) and (2.13) respectively. The
modified ellipsoid equations are
Bhcalibrated = Ah(B̂h − bh) (3.7)
Bcalibrated = A(B̂− b) (3.8)
where Bhcalibrated represents the Nx2 calibrated measurement observations in the
horizontal axes and ∥Bhcalibrated∥ = ∥Bh∥. Bcalibrated represents the resulting Nx3
calibrated measurement observations and ∥Bcalibrated∥ ≈ ∥B∥. Due to the lack of ob-
servability in the z axis, ∥Bcalibrated∥ is approximately the value of ∥B∥, but contains
any unresolved errors relating to the z axis.
Equation 3.8 delivers properly calibrated measurements in each axis, as will be
shown in the forthcoming results. Significant improvement in the horizontal axes is
due to the inclusion of the distortion terms. Although the improvement in the vertical
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axis is not significant, the limitation of only rotating about the z axis precludes using
a full 3D calibration algorithm. Under these conditions, the calibration of the z axis
measurements is the best available.
3.2 Results
This section describes results of applying the modified ellipsoid method to
both simulated and real data. A 1000 run Monte-Carlo analysis was conducted
using simulated data to determine performance of the modified ellipsoid calibration
method. The strict ellipse method is not commonly used in practice, but is shown
to highlight the need for the scaling parameter . The simulated measurements
were reflective of a two-dimensional collection platform such as a vehicle collecting
the measurements while driving in a circular pattern for three revolutions (a widely
practiced technique). To corroborate the findings in simulation, the same calibration
procedure was performed with real data from three different vehicles to verify the
modified ellipsoid method under normal conditions. The results from using both
simulated and real data with the modified ellipsoid method were compared with
the uncalibrated measurements and a swinging method based on [10]. The swinging
method results utilized knowledge of the Earth’s magnetic field and calculated biases
using Equations (2.10) and (2.12) and scale-factors from Equation (2.13). Since the
vehicle only rotated about the vertical axis, magnetometer measurements could not
sufficiently describe an ellipsoid to yield a solution from a 3D algorithm.
3.2.1 Simulation Results. For the simulation, the parameters that were
varied included the scale-factors, biases, distortions, and noise. Measurement noise
was modeled as additive white-Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 2 milli-
Gauss (mG), representative of the noise for a Honeywell HMR2300 magneto-resistive
sensor in the presence of Earth’s magnetic field in a vehicle platform. The Earth’s
magnetic field B = [Bx By Bz] = [200 − 21 493] in milliGauss (mG) was rep-
resentative of the area near AFIT, although values from any location could have
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been used. Figure 3.1 depicts an example result highlighting the comparison of
uncalibrated measurements, calibration using the swinging method, a strict ellipse
calibration, and calibrated measurements using the modified ellipsoid method.
The simulated truth was generated by projecting the 3D magnetic field of the
Earth onto the horizontal plane. This created a vector of Bx and By simulated
measurements with magnitude ∥Bh∥. When plotted, the simulated truth depicts a
circle with radius ∥Bh∥. The uncalibrated measurements reflect the scale-factor and
distortions creating the ellipse in Figure 3.1. The distance from the center of the
ellipse to the origin (0,0) represents the biases, and the small perturbations about
the edges are reflective of the sensor noise. Using the swinging method the biases
are easily resolved, and the scale-factors well estimated. However, the inability to
estimate the distortions results in no correction of the ellipse shape. Conversely, the
strictly two-dimensional ellipse method corrects for the shape of the ellipsoid, but
improperly estimates the scale-factors and distortions. The addition of the scaling
term  from the modified ellipsoid method corrects the scale-factor and distortion
terms for the best estimate in the horizontal plane. This effect on the measurements
is highlighted in Figures 3.2 - 3.5.
In Figure 3.2 the horizontal magnitude ∥Bh∥ shows that the scale-factors and
biases are clearly resolved, especially when compared to the uncalibrated or swinging
calibrated measurements.The calibrated measurements do not form a perfect match
with the simulated truth due to noise. The strict ellipse calibration was not shown
in the remaining simulation results since the method is not used in practice and
only shown in Figure 3.1 to highlight the effectiveness of the  parameter. After
examining the horizontal axis, checking the overall magnitude ∥B∥ is in order.
Figure 3.3 shows the calibration effect on the overall magnetic field magnitude
∥B∥ is improved, but not nearly as well as the horizontal case from Figure 3.2. This
is a direct result of the inability to resolve the errors in the z axis, which becomes
the dominant error in the overall magnitude. The modified ellipsoid calibration
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Figure 3.1: Single run sample comparison of simulated measurements in two di-
mensions. Note the weakness of a strictly two-dimensional ellipse method.
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Figure 3.2: Sample comparison of the horizontal magnitude ∥Bh∥ of simulated
measurements.
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Figure 3.3: Sample comparison of the 3D magnitude ∥B∥ of simulated measure-
ments.
retains the relationship of the measurements, while the swinging method skews the
magnitude. This is a result of determining the bias and scale-factors in each axis
without regard to the effects in another axis. Also, the lack of distortion terms does
not allow a full transformation in all three axes. Investigating the individual axes
Bx, By, and Bz yields additional gains.
Studying Figure 3.4 underscores the improved quality in each axis. The Bx and
By measurements show good agreement between calibrated measurements and the
simulated truth. For applications such as two-dimensional magnetic fingerprinting,
calibration of the individual Bx and By measurements is crucial [24]. Conversely, the
Bz measurements show that there was no difference in performance for the calibration
methods, as expected.
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Figure 3.4: Sample comparison of simulated measurements in each axis Bx, By,
and Bz.
Many applications of magnetometers involve calculation of heading. Figure 3.5
shows a sample heading comparison as the simulated truth completes three revolu-
tions of a circle, beginning at 180 degrees and going through the transition from
359 degrees to 0 degrees. The headings were calculated using Equation 2.11. The
improvement in heading versus both the uncalibrated and swinging calibrated mea-
surements is discernible from the figure. In relation to the simulated truth, the
modified ellipsoid calibration had a mean error of 0.0234 degrees with a standard
deviation of 2.1145 degrees over the entire Monte-Carlo simulation.
3.2.1.1 Mean errors from simulation. The Monte-Carlo simulation
varied the following parameters: scale-factors, biases, distortions and noise. Mea-
surement noise was modeled as additive white-Gaussian noise with a variance of
2 milliGauss (mG), representative of the noise for a magneto-resistive sensor in a
vehicle platform.
Statistics for the biases, scale-factors, and distortions were calculated to com-
pare each method with the true values used to generate the simulated measurements.
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Figure 3.5: Sample comparison of the heading of simulated measurements.
Table 3.1 shows the mean error results while Table 3.2 provides the error standard
deviations. The swinging method provides excellent bias estimation and good scale-
factor estimation. Since the bias is calculated directly and is only slightly affected
by noise, the mean and standard deviation for the bias terms is extremely small.
The strict ellipse method delivers good bias estimation, but the scale-factor errors
are significantly higher. Finally, the modified ellipsoid method yields good bias in-
formation, and improved scale-factor and distortion over the other methods. The
bias errors for the strict ellipse and modified ellipsoid method are the same since 
does not affect the bias terms. Note that the z axis is not included since the values
were the same for all methods. Table 3.2 provides the error standard deviations
to complement the mean error statistics. The standard deviation emphasizes the
consistency in the error, and again shows that the modified ellipsoid method offers
improvement over the swinging method.
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Table 3.1: Mean errors for entire Monte-Carlo simulation.
Mean Swinging Strict ellipse Modified
error method method ellipsoid method
x scale-factor -0.0771 0.3929 0.0139
y scale-factor -0.0761 0.3890 0.0137
xy distortion N/A 0.0278 -0.0106
x bias 0.0000 0.0863 0.0863
y bias 0.0000 0.1682 0.1682
Table 3.2: Error standard deviations for entire Monte-Carlo simulation.
Error Swinging Strict ellipse Modified
1- method method ellipsoid method
x scale-factor 0.0276 0.7357 0.0243
y scale-factor 0.0275 0.7221 0.0241
xy distortion N/A 0.0660 0.0285
x bias 0.0000 3.6898 3.6898
y bias 0.0000 4.1115 4.1115
3.2.1.2 Simulated extreme noise, bias, scale-factor, and distortion.
While the Monte-Carlo simulation provided results for typical data for a given area,
the true test of an algorithm is under extreme conditions. Figures 3.6 - 3.7 depict
sample results when the parameters of variation are increased to levels higher than
a typical magnetometer would report in most conditions.
The uncalibrated measurements suffer from severe bias, scale-factor, distor-
tion, and noise. Although the swinging method does a good job of resolving the
bias, it cannot overcome the large distortions and scale-factors. The modified ellip-
soid method however resolves all of the errors with the exception of noise. Although
the noise is dampened, it will continue to be the dominant error source in the cal-
ibration. Even under these extreme conditions, the heading (calculated via Equa-
tion 2.11) improvement seen in Figure 3.7 is easily discernible. For the uncalibrated
measurements the heading is essentially unusable. The swinging method also suf-
fers significantly and would disrupt most dead reckoning navigation efforts. Yet the
modified ellipsoid method continues to perform well despite the adverse conditions.
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Figure 3.6: Sample calibration comparison of simulated measurements when vari-
ation parameters are taken to the extreme.
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Figure 3.7: Sample heading comparison of simulated measurements when variation
parameters are taken to the extreme.
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These simulation results show that the proposed modified ellipsoid method works
well in a simulation environment. The next section will show results when using real
measurements.
3.2.2 Real Data Results. A 2004 Chevrolet Avalanche truck, a 2003 Pon-
tiac Aztek sports utility vehicle (SUV), and a 2005 Nissan Altima car were chosen
as typical vehicles. Each platform represented a different vehicle type in order to
demonstrate portability of the calibrated measurements. A Honeywell HMR2300
magnetometer was mounted in each vehicle on a level surface and aligned with the
body frame as much as possible [22]. Care was taken during placement to avoid
known emitters of magnetic fields to mitigate electromagnetic interference (EMI).
However, the magnetometer along with the Synchronized Position Attitude Naviga-
tion (SPAN) system was mounted inside the cargo or passenger areas of the vehicle
with no special extensions to distance the magnetometer from the vehicle. Examples
of installation are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Therefore EMI from the engine,
turn indicators, and other sources was present under typical operating conditions.
The SPAN system consisting of a Novatel Global Positioning System (GPS) re-
ceiver integrated with a Honeywell HG1700 inertial navigation system (IMU) collects
position, heading, roll, tilt, and pitch information [39].
Calibration data was collected at 50 Hertz in a level parking lot with a surface
similar to local roadways, as far as possible from buildings or other vehicles. No
underground piping or structures were observable. Each vehicle began the calibra-
tion routine facing north and was driven in a tight counterclockwise circle. The
counterclockwise direction was chosen to reduce the magnetometer observation ra-
dius as much as possible, since the magnetometer was mounted on the left side of
the vehicle, as seen in Figure 3.8. The vehicle speed was nominally 5 miles/hour
(≈ 8 kilometers/hour) during each revolution. The SPAN information was used to
illustrate the position and provide comparison data.
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Figure 3.8: The HMR2300 magnetometer and SPAN mounted at the rear of the
truck cargo compartment.
Figure 3.9: HMR2300 and SPAN mounted in the SUV cargo compartment. The
HMR2300 was elevated to mitigate electromagnetic interference from the turn indi-
cators.
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3.2.2.1 Calibration results for the horizontal axes. The uncalibrated
and calibrated measurements of the truck are shown in Figure 3.10. The results are
quite similar to those found in simulation. The main differences stem from the fact
that the revolutions are not identical due to the slight variations of vehicle speed and
tire slip. While the calibrated magnetometer measurements appear slightly noisier
than in simulation, this is expected due to the unmodeled magnetic errors from the
vehicle and the environment. The tight calibration in the horizontal axes promotes
the utility and portability of magnetic field measurements across platforms and for
applications other than heading.
The SUV calibration results in Figure 3.11 show much less elliptical shaping
indicating less interference due to the vehicle. Since many of the installation issues
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Figure 3.10: Truck calibration collection measurements and calibrated results.
The solid black line is the calculated truth based on the IGRF data for 11 Aug 2011.
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Figure 3.11: SUV calibration collection measurements and calibrated results. The
solid black line is the calculated truth based on the IGRF data for 16 Aug 2011.
were resolved during collection in the truck, this setup benefits from the experience
previously gained. Additionally, the SUV environment is quite different, with more
windows and less metal near the magnetometer. The modified ellipsoid method
continues to calibrate the measurements in line with the IGRF model representation.
For the car, the magnetometer was placed in the rear passenger compartment
along with the SPAN. Initial attempts for placement in the trunk proved futile due
to the extremely high (60 mG) turn indicator interference. The rear seat of the
passenger compartment proved adequate and yielded similar results to the SUV in
terms of reduced scale-factor and distortion issues, shown in Figure 3.12.
3.2.2.2 Calibration results pertaining to the horizontal magnitude.
The horizontal magnitude ∥Bh∥ in Figure 3.13 allows a slightly different perspective
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Figure 3.12: Car calibration collection measurements and calibrated results. The
solid black line is the calculated truth based on the IGRF data for 15 Aug 2011.
of the results as presented in Figure 3.12. The comparison of the uncalibrated, the
swinging calibration, and the modified ellipsoid calibration highlights the significance
of the improvement. Although not shown, the SUV and car had nearly identical
results.
3.2.3 Calibration results pertaining to heading. Figure 3.14 depicts the
field derived magnetic heading of the truck compared with the SPAN heading while
completing three revolutions of a circle. The magnetic headings were calculated
using Equation 2.11 and then decreased by 5.93 degrees, the magnetic declination
for AFIT. Although the swinging method does fairly well, the modified ellipsoid
calibration method provided superior performance to the other methods. Again, the
car and SUV heading yielded similar results.
3.2.4 Comparison of calibrated measurements via position. In order to
compare calibrated magnetometer measurements from each vehicle under typical
road conditions, all three vehicles were driven on roadways surrounding the AFIT
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Figure 3.13: Truck uncalibrated and calibrated measurements depicting the hori-
zontal magnitude ∥Bh∥.
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Figure 3.14: Truck heading during calibration collection.
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building. This allowed a relative comparison of the calibrated magnetometer mea-
surements as a function of position. The segments used in this part of the analysis
did not include the position used for calibration, which provided an opportunity to
analyze performance in an environment different from where calibration occurred.
Additionally, the true magnetic field is not known at any of the locations. While
the IGRF provides the Earth’s magnetic field values based on position, and even
corrects past data based on magnetic field observatory information, the information
is for the overall field and does not account for local disturbances. The perturbed
magnetic field due to buildings, roadways, ferrous deposits in the Earth, etc. is what
the magnetometer mounted in the vehicle observes.
Each vehicle was driven along a roadway to collect magnetic field measurements
for comparison. Representative samples were chosen where the recorded SPAN po-
sitions of all three vehicles were as close as possible. This allowed a reasonable
comparison while reducing the variability due to the position of the vehicle, which
would in turn cause more variability in the magnetic field measurements. Figure 3.15
is a sample of the measurements as the vehicles were traveling south resulting in very
little change in longitude, but change in latitude as expected. The measurements
reflect the calibrated measurements at a particular latitude but shown simply as a
function of distance in meters from the first measurement. The uncalibrated mea-
surements were not shown since the scale required would impair discernment between
the calibrated sets of measurements. The vehicles did not collect this data at the
same time or day, and the path of each vehicle differs slightly (approximately one
meter) due to normal driving variation. The sample data from each vehicle was
calibrated by both the swinging method (dotted lines) and the modified ellipsoid
method (solid lines). For the three vehicles, if the calibrations and SPAN posi-
tions were perfect, and the vehicles were in the exact same orientation when the
magnetometer measurement was taken, then the calibrated measurements should be
identical (other than noise). While not a perfect indicator, the extent to which the
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of road measurements from each vehicle based on dis-
tance in meters in the x and y axes. The dotted lines represent measurements
calibrated using the swinging method. The solid lines depict the calibrated mea-
surements using the modified ellipsoid method.
calibrated magnetometer measurements agree between vehicles is a good indication
of the quality of the calibration.
Focusing on the measurements calibrated with the modified ellipsoid method
(solid lines), the measurements along these positions are all within approximately
25mG for the x axis, as opposed to 40mG using the swinging method (dotted lines).
Similarly, in the y axis measurements calibrated using the modified ellipsoid method
fall within 11mG, as opposed to 30mG for the swinging method. The ability of the
modified ellipsoid method to improve the calibration of magnetic field measurements
under these conditions highlights the utility when considering multiple platforms of
differing types.
While Figure 3.15 provides a sample of the improved performance for one
particular section, the same analysis was performed on several sections of roadway
to provide an indication of overall performance. Four sections of roadway were
chosen where the SPAN positions were similar, as seen in Figure 3.16. These sections
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Figure 3.16: Entire clockwise position track with the four sample sections high-
lighted.
were chosen due to the consistency of position over the multiple runs to reduce the
variability in the magnetometer measurements due to variation in the position of the
vehicle.
Table 3.3 shows the average spread (maximum minus minimum value, averaged
over time) over the four sample sections of road where the SPAN positions were
similar. For each calibration method, the value of the magnetic field in each axis
at a particular position was compared with the magnetic field value at the nearest
position from the other vehicles. The relative direction of travel is merely to show
variation in the direction of sampling.
Table 3.3: Comparison of average spread (in mG).
Sample x axis y axis Direction
number Swinging Modified Swinging Modified of travel
1 39.39 21.17 29.76 4.69 South
2 63.23 27.24 11.14 11.01 West
3 14.27 9.74 23.28 16.41 North
4 33.56 20.17 7.86 7.36 East
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The visual example in Figure 3.15 and the information in Table 3.3 clearly
shows the modified ellipsoid method reduces the spread in magnetic field measure-
ments from different vehicles. Again, the uncalibrated measurements were not in-
cluded because the severe bias and scale-factor errors would simply show an egregious
error, irrelevant for comparison.
The modified ellipsoid method promotes the utility of using magnetic field
measurements across vehicle platforms with consistency. This improves efforts such
as heading, but also lends itself to more advanced applications such as magnetic
fingerprinting [24], navigation using magnetic fields [42] or identification of unique
magnetic features.
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IV. Magnetic Field Measurement Analysis
M
agnetometer measurement analysis requires collection, calibration, and
mapping in preparation for using the magnetometer measurements for po-
sition estimation or navigation. The purpose for this measurement analysis is to
explore the possible ways to use the magnetometer measurements to relate position
based solely on magnetometer measurements and a magnetic field map. This will
include different measurement compositions such as time or distance, as well as the
effects of combining multiple measurements.
4.1 Assumptions
In order to advance the concept of using only magnetometer measurements for
navigation, efforts were limited in a few areas. The subject Earth’s magnetic field
could provide enumerable explorations in how changes affect magnetometer mea-
surements. Additionally, the frame of reference for the sensor as well as the effects
of tilt, roll, pitch, or misalignment could be investigated ad nauseum. This section
details the assumptions and recognizes these conditions also present opportunities
for future work, discussed later.
4.1.1 Measurements only in the Body Frame. The magnetometer was
mounted in a strapdown configuration aligned with the body frame along with the
SPAN (although only a GPS could have been used). Since the focus is using solely
magnetometer measurements without gimballing or conversion to an absolute ref-
erence frame, no aides such as tilt sensors or the roll and pitch information from
the SPAN were used to correct the magnetometer measurements. Therefore, any
collected magnetometer measurement is in the body frame. Comparison assumes
the magnetometer measurement platform and the magnetic field map platform are
in similar orientations and directions of travel, which is reasonable, since the com-
parison is limited to roadways.
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4.1.2 Changes in the Earth’s Magnetic Field and the Local Environment were
Imperceptible. While Chapter II detailed the level of expected change in the
Earth’s magnetic field over time, calibration in the vehicle platform did not yield
this level of sensitivity (see Figure 3.15). Therefore the daily diurnal effect and
the tiny changes over time were not factored into the magnetometer measurements.
Additionally, no significant events in the Earth’s magnetic field occurred during
data collection. The investigation takes place at a fairly benign area of the Earth’s
magnetic field in the mid-latitudes. As mentioned in Chapter II, if the study were
conducted closer to the poles, the increased effects of magnetic variation would have
to be addressed.
4.2 Magnetic Field Mapping
At the foundation of this research is the ability to effectively and consistently
map the magnetic field measurements to a position location. Although the IGRF
and WMM provide excellent tools for determining the Earth’s magnetic field with
respect to position, they do not account for local perturbations or the effects on
the magnetic field due to a vehicle. Attempting to use pure modeling to relate
the predictive models and account for the local and vehicle perturbations is outside
the scope of this research. Therefore, magnetic field mapping (i.e., using magnetic
field measurements collected at known positions) provides the ability to relate a
magnetometer measurement to a particular position.
4.2.1 Time Delineated Magnetic Field Maps. The three-axis magnetometer
measurement observations were collected over three different road environments.
The upper left map in Figure 4.1 shows the initial route used for comparison and
consists of a fairly benign road environment to allow the best possibility for consistent
measurement collection. The upper right map covers a suburban neighborhood and
allows investigation of the ability to discern position on parallel roads in a similar
environment. The bottom map covers a large area and shows the relative locations
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sFigure 4.1: Magnetic field map routes in red, courtesy of Google Earth.
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of the suburban neighborhood and AFIT map areas. The colors were only used to
highlight the route and possess no other meaning.
In order to map the magnetometer measurements, the collection platform must
include both a magnetometer and position information (i.e. GPS or something sim-
ilar). For this research, the HMR2300 [22] detailed in Chapter II provided the 50Hz
magnetometer measurements. Although the HMR2300 is capable of providing mea-
surements up to 150Hz, the increased measurement fidelity was not warranted due
to the nature of the observable magnetic fields. For position information, the SPAN
system delivered integrated GPS/inertial position, heading, roll, tilt, and pitch in-
formation. The SPAN system 3D position accuracy is 1.5 meters root-mean-squared
(RMS), while the heading accuracy is 0.053 degrees RMS [39]. While the SPAN is
overkill for this purpose, the additional information provided by the SPAN may be
used with the magnetometer and position data for future research.
Figure 4.2 depicts a sample comparison of magnetometer measurements from
the same vehicle in the x axis (Bx) for three maps, with the magnetometer measure-
ments plotted by position to show repeatability of the mapping process. The small
inset shows the entire route with Bx on the z-axis when plotted by position, as well
as the vehicle position track for all three routes. The larger plot highlights a spe-
cific section of Bx values along with the vehicle position. Clearly, driving variation
during collection is conspicuous in both the vehicle positions and the magnetome-
ter measurements. However, the magnetometer measurements do show consistency
even with the translated position. The variation in maps expresses the same varia-
tion a vehicle attempting to navigate with only a magnetometer would experience.
Therefore, determining the map variation provides insight for the level of position
uncertainty a vehicle attempting to navigate using the magnetic field map will pos-
sess.
While the changes in the Earth’s magnetic field mentioned in Chapter II af-
fect the magnetometer measurements, the effects are an order of magnitude smaller
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of magnetometer measurements in the x axis for three
magnetic field maps. Each map represents one of three successive collections in the
same vehicle repeating the same route. Results were similar in the y and z axes,
respectively.
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and not discernible due to the significantly larger errors of driving inconsistencies,
magnetometer measurement variation, and uncertainty in the position information.
These errors exist in each map and are interrelated as well as indistinguishable. The
position variation is what could be expected when driving the same route based on
typical vehicles, driving patterns, and the position information. In turn, the variation
of the magnetometer measurements from map to map is dependent on the position
variation as well as the vehicle calibration and magnetic field noise experienced by
the magnetometer.
Since the magnetic field data is not always linear and predictable in this envi-
ronment, simply interpolating by position to align the vehicle tracks and the corre-
sponding magnetometer measurements is not suitable. In order to express the entire
variation, a sufficient statistic must be determined. Using the data highlighted in
Figure 4.3, each 50Hz position in Car Track 1 was aligned with the corresponding
positions in Car Track 2 as well as two Truck and SUV tracks using the along track
coordinates. The comparison tracks (all but Car Track 1) position and magnetome-
ter measurements were interpolated to a higher rate so that the comparison would be
between the closest position on each track. Hence, the minimum distance between
each track is used as the comparison point for the set of six tracks. At each com-
parison point, the standard deviation of the magnetometer measurements in each
axis is computed. The standard deviation of the distances between the comparison
points is also computed, to provide an indication of the position variation amongst
the tracks. The mean is computed from this collection of standard deviations at each
comparison point to find the average standard deviation for all six tracks. Conse-
quently, the overall magnetometer mapping variation estimate was derived from the
empirical data of several maps traversing the same route and shown in Figure 4.3 as
well as Table 4.1.
4.2.2 Assumption of Gaussian Total Error. After describing the details
of errors due to magnetometers and the Earth’s magnetic field in Chapter II, the
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of magnetometer measurements in each axis. This sample
section of the entire route highlights the typical variation in each axis among the
vehicle tracks.
Table 4.1: Empirical mapping variation
Platform Bx (mG) By (mG) Bz (mG)
Same-vehicle average 1- 2.66 2.51 2.77
Cross-vehicle average 1- 7.19 7.01 7.42
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addition of driving variation induces further error as evident in Chapter III. Recalling
Figure 3.15 and Table 3.3, even when position variation was minimized, calibrated
magnetometer measurements from different vehicles still contained unresolved error.
In order to continue progress towards navigation, an assumption of Gaussian errors
has been used in lieu of an exhaustive analysis of the combined contribution of each
error source. The overall effect of the errors was modeled as zero-mean additive
white-Gaussian noise using the statistics in Table 4.1.
4.2.3 Magnetic Field Maps based on Distance. The magnetic field map can
also be constructed based on a fixed distance between magnetometer measurements.
For example, the entire magnetic field map could consist of magnetometer measure-
ments equally spaced in 1m intervals. There are several motivations for this type of
map structure. By creating a fixed distance map, the velocity of the vehicle is no
longer a factor. This allows investigation of combining multiple measurements into
a measurement section. An incoming magnetometer measurement section could be
compared to a magnetic field map section. Additionally, a significant reduction in
magnetic field map storage size is realized. Magnetic field maps based on time sam-
ples often have several repetitive entries consuming storage space but contributing
no additional information. Imagine stopping at a traffic signal for a long period of
time. When the magnetic field map is small, the issue is trivial. However, as the
magnetic field map grows to cover large regions, the storage space requirement will
increase significantly. For example, the file size of the large area map with 50Hz en-
tries shrank nearly 85% when converted to a distance map with entries every 0.5m.
The size of a magnetic field map for an average city would be megabytes instead
of gigabytes. The effects of using the distance-based magnetic field map will be
analyzed in Section 4.4.
4.2.4 Magnetic Perturbations and Velocity Determine the Sampling Rate/Dis-
tance. Recalling information from Chapter II, magnetic variations describe grad-
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ual changes in the magnetic field over large areas, such as a large deposit of ferrous
material in the Earth. Perturbations, on the other hand, describe much smaller and
more localized changes in the Earth’s magnetic field due to nearby ferrous material
or electromagnetic fields. Using the example of an underground feature composed of
ferrous material, the magnetometer senses a distinct change in the Earth’s magnetic
field when driving over the feature even though it is buried beneath the road. Since
these changes are recorded in the magnetic field map, the perturbations become
features for navigation, as long as they are fixed.
Figure 4.4 depicts the same underground feature for two sample rates and a
sample distance. A magnetometer measurement at 0 on the x-axis was used to match
the magnetometer measurement to the magnetic field map, with several epochs of
both the magnetometer measurement and the magnetic field map shown before and
after to highlight the overall conformance. The underground feature is typical of a
small feature which provides localized magnetic field change, clearly different than
the magnetic field change associated with mere position change. Not only is the
feature definable by change in each axis, but the feature is observable for approxi-
mately 10 meters. Perturbations play a critical role as unique magnetic field features.
Understanding these features and the magnetometer limitations in sensing them is
warranted.
The sampling rate (or distance) is dependent on the velocity during collection.
For example, if the maximum speed of the vehicle will only be 10 meters per second
(m/s), or about 22 miles per hour (mph), sampling at 5Hz yields five measurements
over a 10m distance and will capture a small feature such as that shown in Figure 4.4.
If speeds of 30m/s (≈ 65mph) are possible, 10Hz sampling will yield a measurement
about every 3m which would still detect the small feature. Clearly, the sampling
rate/distance must be a function of the expected velocity of the vehicle. For the
datasets in this research, which include some highway speeds up to 30m/s, 10Hz or
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Figure 4.4: An underground feature at 50Hz (top), 10Hz (middle), and 1m (bot-
tom) respectively.
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3m would be the minimum sampling rate/distance viable in order to capture the
available magnetic features.
4.3 Likelihood Techniques for Magnetic Field Map Matching
In order to determine the ability to successfully match magnetometer measure-
ments with those contained in the magnetic field map, several Gaussian likelihood
techniques were explored. The use of the Gaussian likelihood provides the founda-
tion for each technique in order to include the uncertainty found in map variation.
The magnetometer measurement was compared with measurements stored in the
magnetic field map to determine a likelihood value for each potential magnetic field
map location using the likelihood function given in Equation 2.51. If the magne-
tometer measurement matched a measurement contained in the magnetic field map
perfectly, the likelihood would be very high. Similarly, a magnetometer measure-
ment very different from those contained in the magnetic field map would have a
likelihood approaching zero. Figure 4.5 depicts a sample set of likelihoods at a single
epoch, where the  term has been removed to normalize the plot. The sample set of
likelihoods at a single epoch shows the relationship between a single measurement
and the entire magnetic field map. The likelihood is near zero for a large portion of
the map, but depicts several peaks which are possible locations based on the mag-
netometer measurement. The peaks are formed as the magnetometer measurement
approaches a potential match in the magnetic field map.
The likelihood map in Figure 4.6 shows the likelihood of each point on the
magnetic field map for each epoch. The color intensity shows the relative differ-
ence between low likelihoods (near zero) and high likelihoods (near the maximum).
The information this graphic conveys is that there are definite areas with sufficient
measurements to perform likelihood matching and obtain a position estimate. If the
entire graphic were solid blue (low likelihood), none of the magnetometer measure-
ments correlated well with the magnetic field map, or there was insufficient change
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Figure 4.5: A sample set of likelihoods at a single epoch. The  term has been
removed to normalize the plot.
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in the magnetometer measurements and the magnetic field map to differentiate be-
tween positions. As previously discussed, features provide unique areas and the more
unique the feature, fewer locations on the likelihood map will be highlighted. But
by and large, the areas emphasized in the likelihood map are due to similar heading
characteristics. Although not explicitly calculated, the horizontal axes of the mag-
netometer provide the information used for heading. As a result, the likelihood of
similar headings will be higher than magnetometer measurements from slightly dif-
ferent headings. Perpendicular or opposite direction headings will yield likelihoods
near zero.
The magnetic field map is composed of numerous positions defined by their
fairly unique three-axis magnetometer measurements and restricted to roads. An
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incoming magnetometer measurement can easily be compared to every magnetic
field map measurement and the resulting set of likelihoods used to determine the
most likely position on the map. While the direct approach of maximum likelihood
(ML) is apparent, additional likelihood techniques were developed specifically to
improve the ability to discern which magnetic field map location correlated to the
incoming magnetometer measurements. The maximum likelihood ratio (MLR) and
the aggregate bin likelihood (ABL) techniques, as well as the maximum likelihood,
are detailed in the paragraphs that follow.
4.3.1 Maximum Likelihood (ML). Using the maximum of the likelihoods
from Equation 2.51 provided a simple and effective way to determine the best mag-
netic field map location according to the magnetometer measurement. However, due
to the nature of the magnetometer measurements, the maximum likelihood value is
not always correct. Another look at the sample set of likelihoods for a single epoch
depicted in Figure 4.5 easily casts doubt that simply picking the maximum likelihood
will result in the correct magnetic field map location. The maximum likelihood also
provides a straightforward baseline indicator for comparing other techniques.
4.3.2 Maximum Likelihood Ratio (MLR). Since using the maximum likeli-
hood alone does not always produce the correct location via the magnetic field map,
a technique to help determine if the maximum likelihood is correct proved useful.
When multiple likelihood peaks are present, the maximum likelihood is divided by
the second highest likelihood a specified minimum distance from the position of the
maximum likelihood (e.g., 20m) to form the maximum likelihood ratio. If the ratio
exceeds some value (e.g., 2) then the maximum likelihood is sufficiently unique to
provide a location estimate. However if the ratio does not exceed the threshold, no
location estimate is reported, meaning some epochs will be deemed insufficient to
provide an estimate. To reflect the availability, the percentage of availability was
calculated by dividing the number of reported position estimates returned by the
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MLR by the total number magnetometer measurements. For example, a 35% avail-
ability rate conveys that if 1000 magnetometer measurements were compared to a
magnetic field map, the MLR technique only reported that 350 of the magnetometer
measurements were sufficiently unique to warrant a location estimate.
The motivation for this approach stems from observation of the set of like-
lihoods as magnetometer measurements are compared to the magnetic field map.
As each incoming magnetometer measurement gets closer in position to a magnetic
field map location that correlates well, the set of likelihoods form a peak. If the
magnetometer measurement and magnetic field map correlation is truly unique, a
single peak is formed. However, multiple peaks are often formed indicating other
possible locations. The maximum likelihood ratio provides a method to determine
if the second highest peak is sufficiently different in position and substantially lower
in likelihood to assert that the maximum likelihood is correct.
Clearly, the ratio and minimum distance values play an important part in
the results provided by the MLR. A very short minimum distance will only allow
sharper peaks which express a close match between the magnetometer measurement
and a particular magnetic field map location. This may eliminate areas where the
peak is wide due to the magnetometer measurement being equally likely for several
epochs (common on roadways). While a larger minimum distance would alleviate
this symptom, it also may reduce the accuracy of the match, since the maximum
likelihood may be at any location within the minimum distance due to several high
likelihood values in succession. The ratio also affects the quality of the match. As the
value of the ratio increases, the vertical distance between the maximum likelihood
peak and the next peak increases and expresses the uniqueness of the peak. However,
too high a ratio will reduce matches to only the very unique. On the other hand,
a ratio that is too low will not allow sufficient distinction between peaks of nearly
the same height, and reduce discernment that the maximum likelihood is the correct
peak. Overall, a high ratio combined with a short minimum distance will identify
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unique peaks higher than all other peaks. However, the cost for the increase in
quality is the number of available matches between a magnetometer measurement
and the magnetic field map. Conversely, a lower ratio and longer minimum distance
will allow more matches, but with less accuracy. In order to continue advancement
towards navigation, an exhaustive tradeoff value was not conducted. The ratio and
minimum distance values for the MLR were selected from empirical analysis, with
the effects conveyed in the accuracy analysis of Section 4.4. Refinement of these
parameters is left for future work.
4.3.3 Aggregate Bin Likelihood (ABL). Although the MLR seeks to discern
when the maximum likelihood is correct, the aggregate bin likelihood is a method
to choose the best measurement-map match even when the maximum likelihood is
incorrect as evidenced in Figure 4.7. Since a quality match involves a likelihood
peak, multiple peaks of nearly the same height may cause the maximum likelihood
choice to be incorrect. In order to implement the ABL technique, the likelihood
values are normalized by dividing the likelihood by the sum of the likelihood. The
normalized likelihood is then compared to a threshold value to determine if the
normalized peaks are of sufficient size to make an estimate on the correct peak. If
peak size is insufficient, no location estimate is provided. Then, the ABL technique
uses the normalized likelihood values within a narrow sliding window, or bin, and
then sums the normalized likelihood within the bin. The bin with the highest value
is chosen as the location estimate. Accordingly, the ABL rewards peaks with a close
concentration of high likelihood values and devalues peaks with only a few likelihoods
in the bin. This technique is well suited for magnetic field maps with contiguous
data points based on typical road travel. Sparse magnetic field maps or magnetic
field maps with indiscriminate relative positions would fair poorly.
Similar to the MLR, the values for the threshold and bin size play a critical
role in the success of the ABL. The threshold determines the level required in the
normalized likelihood to discern a magnetic field map location. Too low of a threshold
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will allow too many possible peaks and lead to reduced matching quality. A threshold
that is too high will only allow unique peaks that could easily be found using the
MLR.
Since the estimate uses the sum of the normalized likelihood within the bin, a
larger bin size rewards areas where the magnetometer measurement is equally likely
over an area. Conversely, a very small bin size will eliminate good magnetometer
measurements which create unique peaks. The choice for threshold and bin size were
determined through empirical analysis of magnetometer measurement and magnetic
field map matching. As with any parameter of this type, the choices of threshold and
bin size change the quality of matching. As with the MLR, an exhaustive tradeoff
value was not conducted. The bin size and threshold values for the ABL were
selected from empirical analysis, with the effects conveyed in the accuracy analysis
of Section 4.4.
An example of the likelihood techniques is shown in Figure 4.7 for illustration.
The figure shows a case when multiple likelihood peaks are present, yet the ABL
is able to discern the correct position even when the maximum likelihood (ML) is
different. In this case the MLR also incorrectly confirms the ML. While this is not the
typical case, it showcases the different likelihood techniques. Each technique uses the
same fundamental likelihood information, but the MLR and ABL techniques attempt
to verify the correct likelihood when many similar likelihood values are present.
4.4 Likelihood Technique and Measurement Composition Analysis
An analysis of the ability to determine how accurately a technique can match
a magnetometer measurement to the magnetic field map and obtain the correct
position is useful. From a fundamental perspective, knowing the profic
While studying the effectiveness of the likelihood techniques, a plethora of
test cases investigating all the possible measurement compositions was developed,
viewable in Appendix A. For magnetometer measurements, the parameters of com-
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Figure 4.7: Examples of the ML, MLR and ABL techniques. In this case the ML
and MLR have chosen the incorrect position.
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Table 4.2: Baseline Test Cases.
Test Case Vehicle Units Type Vehicle Units
ABT001 Truck 50Hz uncal Truck 50Hz
ABT002 Truck 50Hz cal Truck 50Hz
ABT003 SUV 50Hz uncal SUV 50Hz
ABT004 SUV 50Hz cal SUV 50Hz Test Case Identifiers
ABT005 Car 50Hz uncal Car 50Hz Character 1 (map) A=AFIT, H=hood, L=large
ABT006 Car 50Hz cal Car 50Hz Character 2 (measurement type) B=baseline, D=distance, T=time
ABT007 Truck 50Hz cal SUV 50Hz Character 3 (map type) D=distance, T=time
ABT008 Truck 50Hz cal Car 50Hz Characters 4!6 (test case) ###=test case #
ABT009 SUV 50Hz cal Truck 50Hz
ABT010 SUV 50Hz cal Car 50Hz
ABT011 Car 50Hz cal Truck 50Hz
ABT012 Car 50Hz cal SUV 50Hz
Measurements Map
position include: time, distance, calibrated or uncalibrated, single or multiple epoch,
demeaning, differencing, and/or by feature. Additionally, some or all of these compo-
sitions can be mingled to produce a different measurement composition. Conversely,
some compositions are exclusive. For example, uncalibrated measurements of differ-
ent vehicles can only be compared when using multiple epochs and either a demean-
ing or differencing technique. A full description of each measurement composition
will be discussed before the results and analysis are presented.
A baseline set of 12 test cases (a subset of the entire test matrix found in
Appendix A) initiates the examination of measurement composition and likelihood
technique performance, shown in Table 4.2. The test case identifiers help distinguish
the environments as well as the parameter variation. The first character identifies
the map section as shown in Figure 4.1. The letter A stands for the rectangular
road path around AFIT. The letter H signifies the crosshatched neighborhood, and
L represents the large area map. The second character labels the measurement type
by distance or time, but with a specific callout for baseline to allow comparison of
the baseline data across all results. The third character denotes the map type in
distance or time. Finally, characters four through six designate the specific case.
The highest resolution magnetometer measurements and magnetic field maps
consisted of 50Hz data. For all test cases, the adjustable parameters of the MLR
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and ABL techniques were held constant to reflect the changes due to the different
measurement and map composition, rather than to maximize performance from a
particular technique.
4.4.1 Baseline: Same-Vehicle Cases. Test cases ABT01-06 in Figure 4.8
involve calibrated and uncalibrated magnetometer measurements taken in the same
vehicle platform, as well as the response from the three likelihood techniques dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.
The multiple bar graphs show the percentage of correct matches based on the
2D horizontal distance from the vehicle position. The right vertical axis details
the likelihood technique used for each group of calibrated and uncalibrated magne-
tometer measurements. The left vertical axis displays the vehicle used for both the
magnetometer measurements and the magnetic field map. The horizontal axes rep-
resent the percentage accuracy of magnetometer measurements to the magnetic field
map by each likelihood technique. The red asterisk highlights the percent available.
As an example, the uncalibrated magnetometer measurements in the Truck
were used to determine the position based on a magnetic field map from the Truck
created at a different day/time. The ML ability to correctly determine position
based solely on the magnetometer measurement at a single epoch and the magnetic
field map was 44% for a 2D miss distance less than three meters. For a 2D miss
distances of 3-10m and 10-20m, the ML accuracy was 14% and 10% respectively.
The remaining 32% had 2D miss distances greater than 20m. To make the accuracy
of available measurement percentages relevant, the percent available is also required.
Since the ML provides a match for every available measurement, the percent available
will always be 100%. But the MLR and ABL do not provide a match for every
measurement, resulting in a much lower percent avaiable.
Immediately, the trade-off between the accuracy of available measurements
and the percent available becomes clear when viewed across the three likelihood
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Figure 4.8: Results for test cases ABT01-06. This baseline compares the abil-
ity to correctly match 50Hz magnetometer measurements with 50Hz measurements
contained in the magnetic field map previously taken in the same vehicle.
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techniques. The ability to obtain quality matches comes at the cost of the number
of matches reported as a result of the inability to distinguish the correct likelihood
value. Recalling Figure 4.5, the sample likelihood shows the difficulty in choosing
the correct likelihood when multiple peaks are present. Thus the MLR and ABL
techniques seek ways to provide better quality matches by rejecting instances when
the correct determination is unlikely.
The calibrated and uncalibrated results show consistency throughout Fig-
ure 4.8. This demonstrates two things. First, calibrated or uncalibrated measure-
ments are equally valuable in the same-vehicle case. The magnetometer measure-
ments maintained the same relationship with or without calibration. Second, the
ability to match magnetometer measurements to the magnetic field map is indepen-
dent of calibration. The results across all three likelihood techniques were relatively
the same.
However, all three techniques displayed a slight improvement in all vehicle
platforms when using uncalibrated measurements. Since these are all same-vehicle
cases, uncalibrated measurements have reduced spread, or to put it another way,
more consistency as evidenced in Table 4.1. The calibration parameters are the
best estimate to transform magnetometer measurements with bias and distortion
to corrected measurements representative of Earth’s magnetic field at each posi-
tion. In Chapter III, the average spread decreased significantly for the cross-vehicle
cases after calibration. Since the calibration parameters are not perfect, the av-
erage spread of the measurements increases very slightly after calibration for the
same-vehicle cases as compared to purely uncalibrated measurements. In turn, the
ability to accurately match magnetometer measurements to the magnetic field map
decreases slightly, causing the minor performance difference between calibrated and
uncalibrated measurements from the same vehicle platform.
Of utmost importance concerning the likelihood techniques is the inverse rela-
tionship between the accuracy of available measurements and the percent available.
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Since the ML returns a match for each magnetometer measurement available, 100%
will always be available, although the overall accuracy suffers. In contrast, the
MLR and ABL display a significantly lower percent available yet a higher percent
of accurate matches. In the same-vehicle baseline cases, the ABL yields a modest
performance improvement over the MLR.
4.4.2 Baseline: Cross-Vehicle Cases. Test cases ABT07-12 in Figure 4.9
compare the cross-vehicle case where the magnetometer measurements are compared
to a magnetic field map from a different vehicle (e.g., Truck-SUV indicates measure-
ments were used from the Truck and the magnetic field map was from the SUV).
Direct comparison of cross-vehicle measurements requires the magnetometer mea-
surements to be calibrated. Uncalibrated measurements include significant bias and
distortion specific to the vehicle platform making direct comparison at a single epoch
inappropriate.
Test cases ABT07-12 specifically look at the cross-vehicle case, when magne-
tometer measurements are compared to a magnetic field map created in a different
vehicle platform. In the cross-vehicle cases, only calibrated measurements are com-
pared since the distortions for different vehicle platforms prohibits direct comparison
at a single epoch. The left vertical axis of Figure 4.9 conveys the measurement-map
arrangement for each bar graph. A set of data from a vehicle used as measure-
ments was different than the set of data used for the magnetic field map. Therefore
SUV-Car is not simply a reversal in the use of the data from Car-SUV.
For the ML cases, the performance is fairly consistent and reflects the increased
difficulty of matching magnetometer measurements to the magnetic field map of a
different vehicle. The results are quite different from the same vehicle platform case.
Although calibration attempts to resolve the magnetometer measurements by re-
moving errors introduced by the vehicle platform, it is not perfect. The differences
associated with using magnetometer measurements from a vehicle different than the
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Figure 4.9: Results for test cases ABT07-12. This baseline compares the abil-
ity to correctly match 50Hz magnetometer measurements with 50Hz measurements
contained in the magnetic field map taken in a different vehicle platform. The left
vertical axis denotes the measurement-map arrangement of the vehicle platforms.
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magnetic field map are realized in the decreased accuracy across all three likelihood
techniques. The cross-vehicle platform cases highlight the challenges of effectively
matching a magnetometer measurement to a magnetic field map. Several factors
contribute to the diminished accuracy. First, the platform characteristics are not
homogeneous, resulting in different levels of distortion in the magnetometer mea-
surements. Second, the installation does not resolve the position of the magnetome-
ter to an absolute position attainable in all three vehicles. Instead, magnetometer
placement mitigates as much electro-magnetic interference as possible. While these
factors were minimized as much as possible, they could not be eliminated through
installation or calibration, as evidenced in Table 4.1, when viewing the same-vehicle
versus the cross-vehicle statistics.
In most cases, the MLR shows a marginal increase in accuracy, with the excep-
tion of the SUV-Truck and Truck-SUV comparisons. While the ML showed a slight
improvement for these cases, the MLR performance was significantly higher than the
ML. A closer inspection of the calibrated magnetometer measurements and magnetic
field maps revealed the Truck and SUV magnetometer data were overlapping for all
of the data involved, while the Car had a significant portion of data approximately
10mG from the Truck and SUV data sets. While still in the expected spread range,
this slight shift of the data could be contributed to a combination of factors such as
driving variation, the specific distortion of the vehicle, and difference in installation.
In addition, the overlapping Truck and SUV data could produce more likelihood
peaks that were unique.
The ABL provided increased accuracy over the ML and MLR techniques in
all cases. The Car-Truck and Truck-Car cases yielded lower accuracy, yet a higher
percent available. Examining the likelihood for the Car-Truck cases versus the Truck-
SUV cases showed that the Car-Truck cases often had distinct peaks that were closer
together. This would be conveyed in the higher percent available, but also increase
the possibility of reduced accuracy due to the closer proximity of the peaks.
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4.4.3 Baseline Summary. Analysis of the baseline cases demonstrates the
consistency of the calibration and likelihood techniques for both the same-vehicle
and cross-vehicle cases. For the same-vehicle cases, calibration made a minimal
difference in performance, leaving little reason to pursue cases focusing on compar-
ison of calibrated and uncalibrated data. Although the cross-vehicle cases proved
less accurate in these instances, the likelihood techniques maintained their relative
performance difference when compared to each other. Since the cross-vehicle cases
represent the most operationally feasible cases and require the most improvement,
test cases from this point on will focus on the cross-vehicle cases with the understand-
ing that the same-vehicle cases will exhibit better performance, whether calibrated
or uncalibrated. As expected, the measurement-map arrangement (Truck-SUV vs.
SUV-Truck) made little difference in performance and therefore the rest of the test
cases will only use the Truck-SUV, Truck-Car, and Car-SUV arrangements to rep-
resent typical results.
4.5 Varying the Measurement Composition
While the baseline test cases present the initial approach for utilizing the mag-
netometer measurements, many other possibilities exist. This section will explore
various methods of magnetometer measurement and magnetic field map composition
in order to determine effective combinations and trade-offs. The initial analysis con-
centrates on the smaller data set around AFIT in order to glean the most proficient
methods to use with the significantly larger and more difficult areas consisting of the
neighborhood and large area map.
4.5.1 Sampling Rate Variation. First, a word of caution. Although the
sampling rate is reduced here to analyze the effects of accuracy among the likelihood
methods, it should not be reduced during the initial vehicle installation and noise
mitigation. Sampling at 50Hz or above allowed observation of vehicle specific electro-
magnetic interference that was not observable at 10Hz and only recognizable at 25Hz
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after being observed at 50Hz. The increased sampling rate provided the necessary
feedback to mitigate extreme interference through repositioning of the magnetome-
ter in the vehicle. Future work could include identification and mitigation of typical
interference when repositioning is not possible and/or a study on the effects of inter-
ference on magnetometer measurements for navigation. For this initial exploration,
mitigation of as much interference as possible was preferred.
To explore the sampling rate variation, the magnetometer measurements and
magnetic field map sampling rates were varied from 50Hz to 10Hz to determine the
effect fewer measurements would have on the accuracy of available measurements.
As previously mentioned, 10Hz is the lowest sampling rate in time that would ade-
quately detect magnetic field features at the highest possible velocity for these data
sets. An intermediate sampling rate of 25Hz is not shown, but produced results
in between the 50Hz and 10Hz sampling rates as expected. Figure 4.10 shows the
results. For ease of comparison, the 50Hz-50Hz baseline cases from Figure 4.9 are
included in Figure 4.10 for the Truck-SUV, Truck-Car, and Car-SUV test cases. For
each likelihood technique, the results were consistent with the baseline cases.
Beginning with the maximum likelihood, there is negligible difference in perfor-
mance. The MLR technique depicts mixed results, with Truck-SUV cases trending
downward slightly as the sampling rate decreases, while the Truck-Car and Car-
SUV cases trend upward slightly. The ABL technique trends upward slightly as the
sampling rate decreases for the Truck-SUV and Car-SUV cases, but stays constant
for the Truck-Car cases. What can be determined from all three techniques is that
reducing the sampling rate has minor effects on performance.
4.5.2 Distance Variation. As mentioned previously, it is possible to con-
struct magnetic field maps based on distance rather than time using the position
information obtained when creating the map. Likewise, incoming magnetometer
measurements can be arranged by distance if knowledge of velocity or distance trav-
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Figure 4.10: Samping rate variation results for the Truck-SUV, Truck-Car, and
Car-SUV test cases. The vertical axis abbreviations are T=Truck, S=SUV, and
C=Car.
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eled is also obtained. Assuming this information is available, the incoming mag-
netometer measurements can be compared to the previously created magnetic field
map based on distance. In order to compare the effects of distance based magnetic
field maps and magnetometer measurements, the distance between points was varied
and the results appear in Figure 4.11. Since 3m was deemed the maximum distance
between samples in order to effectively capture features, the distance variation ex-
amined distances from 0.5m to 3m. Although the baseline cases were not included in
Figure 4.11 to reduce the size, the 0.5m measurement coupled with 0.5m map cases
are comparable to the baseline, albeit with slightly lower percentages in the MLR
and ABL results.
While the overall performance is reduced compared to the results using time
sampled measurements and maps, the consistency across the test cases remains. For
all the techniques the impact is minimal. Interestingly, the typically more accurate
Truck-SUV case worsens as the distance between measurements increases while the
Car-SUV case improves slightly. The change in the Truck-Car case is neglig
4.5.3 Mixed Variation. For the single epoch case, it is also possible to
use measurements sampled in time on maps arranged by distance and vice-versa.
Figure 4.12 shows an example of mixed variation performance for 10Hz and 1m
compositions, along with the baseline cases.
Not intended to be comprehensive, this example shows that utilizing magne-
tometer measurements with mixed variation is possible and provides results consis-
tent with the baseline with significantly fewer measurements. Although the expected
supposition would be magnetometer measurements and a magnetic field map of the
same type, mixed variation expands the dimension of possibilities for potential col-
lection systems. As for the results, they are mixed as well. While the ML, MLR,
and ABL are comparable with the baseline, a clear choice of measurements in time
and maps in distance (or vice-versa) is not obvious. The ML and MLR techniques
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Figure 4.11: Distance variation results
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Figure 4.12: Time/Distance variation results
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show a very slight edge to measurements in time and maps in distance. In contrast,
the ABL yielded a slight improvement in accuracy using measurements in distance
and maps in time, albeit with a decrease in the percent available. For conclusive
results a complete analysis is required and is recommended as follow-on work. For
now, the acknowledgment that mixed variation is possible and produces acceptable
results must suffice.
4.5.4 Summary of Single Epoch Variation Results. The analysis presented
up until now covers the standard single epoch cases. Both in time and distance, the
results conveyed the ability to match magnetometer measurements to the magnetic
field map utilizing the various likelihood techniques. Not only were the effects of
sampling rate explored, but the concept of using distance based maps and measure-
ments yielded worthwhile results. This adequately prefaces the next section, probing
the merits of multiple epoch measurement composition in order to improve matching
accuracy.
4.6 Multiple Magnetometer Measurement Composition
Knowledge of velocity or distance traveled allows using magnetometer mea-
surements based on distance for comparison with a distance based magnetic field
map. This also allows investigation into different lengths and different measurement
compositions. The composition of multiple successive magnetometer measurements
separated by distance creates a measurement section. The measurement section can
then be compared against sections in the magnetic field map. For example, if the
measurements are separated by 1m and the map is composed of magnetic field mea-
surements every 1m, a 3m measurement section could be formed for comparison. The
impetus for comparing sections is the hypothesis that a particular section, especially
if part of a feature, will be more unique than a single measurement, and therefore
provide better accuracy when matching to the magnetic field map. The measure-
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ment section also lends itself to other processing techniques such as demeaning and
differencing.
Multiple magnetometer measurement composition is also possible using suc-
cessive time samples and was explored, but had significantly lower results using
calibrated or uncalibrated measurements. For instance, four 50Hz magnetometer
measurements compared with four 50Hz magnetic field map measurements may or
may not align in time, introducing another dimension of variability. Without velocity
correction, the magnetometer measurement section may be expanded or compressed
compared to the same measurement section in the magnetic field map due to velocity
differences at the time of collection.
4.6.1 Variation of Distance and Section Length. In Figure 4.13, single
epoch cases of the 1m measurement-map combination and the 3m measurement-
map combination are compared against a 3m measurement section composed of 1m
and 3m separation distances respectively. By definition, the single epoch cases use a
single magnetometer measurement. The 3m section composed of 1m magnetometer
measurements uses four measurements. The 3m section composed of 3m magnetome-
ter measurements uses two measurements. Now instead of finding the best single
epoch match, the comparison is a multipoint line of the measurement section.
Looking across all three likelihood techniques, the measurement sections com-
posed of multiple magnetometer measurements outperformed the single epoch cases.
In all but one case, the 3m section composed of 1m measurements surpassed the 3m
section composed of 3m measurements. This seems intuitive, since a section com-
posed of four points allows more distinction than a section composed of two points.
Following this line of reasoning, a 3m section composed of 0.5m measurements was
also explored but is not shown since the performance was nearly identical to the 1m
measurement case. Conversely, the same was determined for measurement sections
longer than 3m.
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Figure 4.13: Multiple measurement distance variation results.
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Of notable importance, none of the maps or measurements start at exactly
the same origin position. Therefore a 3m measurement section comprised of two 3m
measurements could have a fundamental shift, such as 2m, which would cause less
accuracy than the same 3m measurement section comprised of four 1m measure-
ments. Also, this analysis is limited to the likelihood techniques developed as part
of this research. A full expedition in multiple magnetometer measurement matching
could be conducted to determine the most effective methods. This could include not
only estimation techniques such as likelihood, but methods developed in the signal
processing and/or image registration disciplines.
4.6.2 Demeaning and Differencing. Combining measurements into sec-
tions also provides the ability to examine the measurements in different ways. Two
possibilities are demeaning and differencing. Demeaning subtracts the mean of the
measurement section from the entire measurement section allowing comparison to
a section of the magnetic field map that is also demeaned. Differencing uses the
change between measurements or a section of measurements to identify the location
on the map. For example, a section of four measurements is differenced to create a
section of three measurements composed of the differences between the four section
measurements. The likelihood is then conveying where the pattern of differenced
measurements appears in the magnetic field map. Since these methods effectively
eliminate the effects of bias, calibrated or uncalibrated measurements/maps can be
used. Figure 4.14 displays the results of both demeaning and differencing using 3m
sections composed of 1m measurements. Although not shown, results from sections
composed of 0.5m and 3m measurements displayed similar results.
By and large, the demeaned cases yielded improved performance over the dif-
ferenced cases. Although the baseline cases are not shown here, a quick glance
at Figure 4.9 reveals that overall performance appears to decrease. However, for
the Truck-Car cases, the accuracy improved dramatically using the MLR and ABL
techniques.
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Figure 4.14: Demeaned and Differenced variation results using a 3m section com-
posed of 1m measurements.
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For the first time, calibrated and uncalibrated measurements can be compared
for the cross-vehicle cases. Overall, the edge in performance is characteristic of the
uncalibrated cases. This revelation elicits the potential of tremendously simplifying
the map creation process. Instead of finding an empty parking lot with a fairly level
surface and attempting to determine the possibility of hidden ferrous material under-
neath, the magnetic field map is effortlessly made “as-is” and the calibration process
is eliminated. Although the decrease in performance is undesired, the simplification
is certainly attractive.
4.6.3 Magnetic Field Features. Glancing back at the underground feature
in Figure 4.4, it is easily seen that magnetic field features detail a deviation from
the otherwise slowly changing magnetic field environment. Navigation by features
seems like a logical extension from the multi-epoch cases already shown. However,
there are a few distinctions.
Foremost, the features must be detected for both the incoming magnetometer
measurements and in the magnetic field map. Not only must the feature be detected,
but it must be determined to be fixed, or unchanging. While this research uses
the advantage of multiple map tracks to identify fixed features, future work would
explore aspects such as feature identification and false feature mitigation to ensure
the magnetic field map only contained viable features for navigation.
Secondly, feature based maps are sparse when compared to the magnetic field
maps thus far. The sparseness makes using the MLR and the ABL unsuitable, since
both techniques often yield the same result as the maximum likelihood, or no result
at all by determining the feature is not unique enough. Another comparison method
is to use a “best-fit” method such as the root-sum-squared (RSS) to compare the
magnetometer measurement feature with the features in the magnetic field map.
Comparing features also requires some adjustment in terms of feature align-
ment and length. The initial observation point of the magnetometer feature may
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be slightly different than the feature in the magnetic field map, resulting in mis-
alignment before comparison. While this is very easily done using the human eye,
it is quite difficult for the magnetometer measurements which are similar in nature
to signals, but in the feature sense also to images. The method employed here was
simply to determine the defining peak (high or low) of the magnetometer feature
and align it with the defining peak of the magnetic field map feature. The next
issue is that features may be of differing lengths. Since the observed magnetometer
feature may be slightly different in length than the magnetic field map feature, a
minor alteration is necessary to make the feature comparisons of equal length. After
aligning the magnetic field map feature to align with the magnetometer feature, the
shorter of the two becomes the length for comparison. This is done for each feature
in the magnetic field map, allowing the likelihood and RSS to be computed.
The RSS can be thresholded to determine the quality of fit which serves two
purposes. First, it provides a way to discount a magnetometer feature which does
not match any of the features in the magnetic field map well. A feature may be
observed that may not be in the magnetic field map. Secondly, it allows the ability
to adjust the quality of fit so that the observed magnetometer feature will match
the correct feature in the magnetic field map. Again, the cost is the number of
positions reported. An increase in the accuracy results in fewer reported matches.
The maximum likelihood does not lend itself to thresholding since a feature can be
equally poor when compared with the features in the magnetic field map, producing
similar likelihood values. A comparison of how well an observed magnetometer
feature can be determined from the features in the magnetic field map is shown in
Figure 4.15. The results include features from calibrated data, as well as features
using the demeaned and differencing techniques for both calibrated and uncalibrated
data.
The familiar Truck-SUV, Truck-Car, and Car-SUV cases consist of calibrated
features composed of 1m measurements. Although not shown, results from features
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Figure 4.15: Results using features composed of 1m measurements, including the
additional techniques of demeaning and differencing.
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composed of 0.5m and 3m measurements displayed similar results. In most cases,
the RSS provided similar results to the maximum likelihood.
Of particular interest is the lack of improvement for the calibrated demeaned
cases while the calibrated differenced cases show improvement using either the maxi-
mum likelihood or the RSS. The opposite is revealed for the uncalibrated cases. Since
the bias has already been removed during the calibration process, attempting to fur-
ther demean simply reduces the differences in the observed magnetometer feature
and the features in the magnetic field map such that the RSS becomes arbitrarily
lower due to demeaning, not due a better fit. Imagine a small feature, large enough
to be detected but with only a small peak and short in length (e.g. 20mG and 1m)
in a single axis. When compared with the features in the magnetic field map the
RSS will be nearly equal due to the demeaning of both the observed magnetometer
feature and the features in the magnetic field map.
While the RSS is adjustable, it is not always better than the maximum likeli-
hood. However, this analysis does show the results comparing the two very straight-
forward methods. Future work in this area would include better methods to feature
match using tools from both the signal and image recognition skillsets.
4.7 Targeted Investigation of the Neighborhood and Large Area Maps
The analysis thus far helped determine the techniques and magnetometer mea-
surement compositions demonstrating the most success. This is necessary, since the
significant increase in map area discourages the use of 50Hz data due to the volume
of measurements and processing time. In addition, over a large area the effects of
driving variability are increased due to traffic, parked vehicles, and other uncontrol-
lable circumstances. The remaining analysis will focus on how these techniques fare
in the significantly larger suburban neighborhood and large area map environments
from Figure 4.1. Although the rightmost map in Figure 4.1 shows all three maps, the
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Figure 4.16: Results for test cases which use single epoch 10Hz magnetometer
measurements with 10Hz neighborhood and large area time-based magnetic field
maps.
large area map investigation excluded the AFIT map and suburban neighborhood
map portions to prevent duplication of effort.
4.7.1 Magnetometer Measurements Based on Time. Recalling that the
10Hz-10Hz cases from Figure 4.10 performed nearly as well as the 50Hz-50Hz cases,
Figure 4.16 conveys the cross-vehicle cases for the neighborhood and large area maps
using 10Hz magnetometer measurements and a 10Hz magnetic field map. A brief
comparison with the baseline cases in Figure 4.9 reveals a definite drop in the abil-
ity to accurately match the incoming magnetometer measurements to the magnetic
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field map. This is expected, since the neighborhood map area and layout also de-
crease the amount of truly unique magnetometer measurements across the magnetic
field map. Or said another way, the increased number of measurements with sim-
ilar characteristics makes discerning a particular position from the magnetic field
map more difficult. These circumstances provide the motivation for using the neigh-
borhood, since parallel roads and similar environments tend to yield very similar
magnetometer measurements. This also emphasizes the expectation that as the map
area increases, there will be fewer truly unique magnetometer measurements in the
magnetic field map.
The maximum likelihood is consistent across both maps, but realizes nearly a
40% reduction in accuracy compared to the baseline 50Hz data in the AFIT mag-
netic field map. The MLR technique shows mixed results. Although the Truck-SUV
cases continue to have higher accuracy, the percent available is uncharacteristically
low. Adding another oddity, the ABL technique suffers from reduced accuracy using
the large area map yet also displayed an increase in the percent available. This in-
dicates the configurable threshold for the ABL technique is too low for such a large
area and volume of measurements. However, changing the threshold at this junc-
ture would complicate the unbiased review of each technique across all measurement
compositions and map areas. Both the MLR and ABL techniques have configurable
parameters which can obtain improved accuracy at the expense of the percent avail-
able. Since the focus is not the optimum configuration of a particular technique,
holding the configurable parameters constant seems prudent.
4.7.2 Magnetometer Measurements Based on Distance. Switching to dis-
tance based magnetometer measurements and magnetic field maps yielded a slight
improvement a shown in Figure 4.17. Compared to Figure 4.16 the results are very
similar, conveying that using single epoch 1m or 3m separated magnetometer mea-
surements is as effective as using 10Hz measurements for the neighborhood and large
area maps. This was also supported in the smaller AFIT map cases.
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Figure 4.17: Results for test cases which use the neighborhood and large area
distance based maps.
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Figure 4.18: Results for test cases which use the neighborhood section based maps.
4.7.3 Multiple Magnetometer Measurement Sections. The measurement
sections formed from successive multiple magnetometer measurements attempt to
exploit the distinctiveness of each measurement such that the section emphasizes only
similar sequences found in the magnetic field map. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the
improvement across all techniques is evident, which uses 3m measurement sections
composed of 1m and 3m separation distances, respectively.
While the maximum likelihood is nearly the same, the results of the neighbor-
hood and large area maps are separated here to show the differing results for the
MLR and ABL techniques. For the neighborhood map in Figure 4.18, the MLR tech-
nique results were comparable using either separation distance. The ABL technique
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Figure 4.19: Results for test cases which use the large area section based maps.
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offered further improvement, without a significant drop in the percent available. On
the other hand, the large area map in Figure 4.19 displays varying results for the
MLR technique, with a slight edge to the 3m section composed of 3m measurements.
However, the ABL technique reverted back to the lower accuracy with higher percent
available results seen in the single epoch cases.
4.7.4 Demeaning and Differencing. Again, the techniques of demeaning
and differencing were applied and shown in Figures 4.20 and 4.21. While the overall
results are lower compared to the smaller AFIT map, the performance is improved
compared to the 10Hz-10Hz cases initially shown for the neighborhood and large
area map cases. The uncalibrated measurements continue to edge the calibrated
measurements in most cases. Additionally, the majority of demeaned cases continue
to outperform the differenced cases. Regarding the neighborhood map results in Fig-
ure 4.20, the ABL technique shows a slight improvement versus the MLR technique.
However, in the large area map, performance was comparable.
4.7.5 Features. The neighborhood and large area maps shown in Fig-
ures 4.22 and 4.23 show reduced accuracy compared to the results from the AFIT
map in Figure 4.15, as expected. Again, the three cross-vehicle cases are compared
in Figure 4.22 for calibrated data as well as the demeaned and differenced techniques
for both calibrated and uncalibrated data. Although some variation in results is evi-
dent, the performance is comparable between the maximum likelihood and the RSS.
The results from the large area map in Figure 4.23 depict a further reduction in the
overall accuracy, but slightly different performance from the individual techniques.
For both the maximum likelihood and the RSS, the uncalibrated demeaned data
showed a slight edge in most cases.
The ability to accurately determine position based on the magnetometer fea-
ture and the magnetic field map is affected by reduction in unique features as map
size increases. To combat this problem, limiting the magnetic field map features
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Figure 4.20: Demeaned and Differenced variation results using a 3m section com-
posed of 1m measurements using the neighborhood map.
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Figure 4.21: Demeaned and Differenced variation results using a 3m section com-
posed of 1m measurements using the large area map.
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Figure 4.22: Results using features composed of 1m measurements, including the
additional techniques of demeaning and differencing for the neighborhood map.
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Figure 4.23: Results using features composed of 1m measurements, including the
additional techniques of demeaning and differencing for the large area map.
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to only those within a specified distance of the last known position would greatly
increase the ability to identify the matching feature and determine the next position
with greater accuracy.
4.8 Summary of Chapter Results
Overall, the results presented here guide the optimal measurement composition
based on the type of available measurements, the environment, the ground vehicle
characteristics, and the processing capability. For example, if only uncalibrated mea-
surements can be used for a cross-vehicle scenario, the demeaning technique using
distance separated measurement sections is the most suitable. Another example
might include an attempt at real-time response with minimal processing power in
the same vehicle, which would suggest using the maximum likelihood with either
calibrated or uncalibrated magnetometer measurements. Standalone, these tech-
niques provide straightforward estimates of position based solely on magnetometer
measurements and the magnetic field map. The MLR and ABL techniques deliver
configurable levels of accuracy at the expense of the availability of measurements.
The primary factor in accuracy is the ability to distinguish unique magnetic field
measurements and the reduction in that ability as larger map sizes expose more areas
with similar magnetic field environments. Finally, this chapter offers many detailed
results. A few of the key points are expressed here.
∙ The ability to align the magnetometer measurement to the same position over
multiple runs is crucial to the mapping process. Multiple passes over the same
route include measurement error as well as position error due to normal driving
variation.
∙ Increased sampling is important for interference mitigation during installa-
tion/setup. Reduced sampling during position estimation provided nearly the
same results as long as the sampling rate effectively captured the changes in
the observable magnetic field.
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∙ Measurements/maps based on time contain extra measurements which do not
necessarily provide additional information (such as while stopped for extended
periods). Distance-based measurements/maps help rectify this problem, but
require knowledge of distance-traveled to be used in this way.
∙ The high degree of repeatability between magnetometer measurements and
position in the same-vehicle cases translated into significantly better position
estimates over the cross-vehicle cases. Although calibration was improved in
Chapter III, substantial work remains in reducing the differences between mag-
netometer measurements from different vehicles.
∙ For single epoch cases, the 10Hz measurement/map combination provided the
best position estimation capability. However, the 3m section composed of
1m measurements provided similar performance using the ML and MLR tech-
niques, but nearly a 15% increase in accuracy using the ABL technique. The
use of the measurement sections also allowed uncalibrated magnetometer mea-
surements to be used for cross-vehicle cases using the demeaning and differ-
encing techniques.
.
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V. Ground Vehicle Magnetic Field Navigation
T
his research has determined that magnetic field maps are repeatable, even be-
tween dissimilar vehicles. The research has also shown the level of accuracy
in determining a position based on a magnetometer measurement and the magnetic
field map, dependent on the measurement composition. What remains is how well
this information can be used for navigation. The next logical step is to generate
a navigation solution and evaluate the level of performance dependent on the mea-
surement used in the navigation filter. A particle filter as described in Section 2.7 is
used to compare the performance when using various measurements.
5.1 The MagNavigate Particle Filter
Since the particle filter is not the focus of the development, the navigation
solution comparison will use the same particle filter and modify the measurement
composition. This allows an evaluation of the potential navigation accuracy of the
different measurement compositions as they apply to the navigation solution. This
also allows comparison using a position estimate as the measurement, capitalizing on
the techniques demonstrated in Chapter IV. However, a few details on the particle
filter should be explained. Recalling the particle filter information from Chapter II,
the collection of particles and weights is expressed as
X =
[
x1 x2 . . . xNP
]T
NP = number of particles (5.1)
W =
[
w1 w2 . . . wNP
]T
(5.2)
1 =
NP∑
i=1
wi (5.3)
with the state vector of each particle represented as
x = [p v a] (5.4)
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where p, v, and a are the 2D position, velocity, and acceleration vectors. The
filter is initialized by randomly placing the particles within 50m of the true position,
with zero velocity and acceleration. The navigation solutions presented here are the
weighted particle mean at each epoch. The number of particles used is 500, which
is sufficient to prevent divergence, but not overly burdensome for processing on a
typical 2.66 gigahertz 32-bit laptop with 4 gigabytes of random access memory. To
gain a sense of processing time, a 20 minute collection of measurements separated by
a distance of 1m could be processed in approximately four minutes using the particle
filter implemented in MatlabⓇ .
Particle propagation is performed using a first-order Gauss-Markov accelera-
tion model [32], with a time constant of 2 seconds and a standard deviation of 5
m/s2, reasonable for a ground vehicle including starting and stopping. Particles
propagated freely based on the dynamics model, but are penalized based on their
distance from the closest known map location. This is accomplished by including
an additional Gaussian likelihood function (Equation 2.51) based on the distance
of each particle from the closest known map location, with a mean of zero and a
standard deviation of six meters.
Figure 5.1 gives an illustration of the propagation cycle. The upper left of
Figure 5.1 shows the initial random particle collection (red dots) before any distance
based restriction is applied using the suburban neighborhood map (thin black line).
The weighted particle mean (blue asterisk, which overlays the black dot) conveys the
current position estimate. The uncertainty (dashed blue line) is calculated as in Van
der Merwe [36]. After the map-matching likelihood update is applied to the particle
weights and resampled [40], the particles near the road have been kept as well new
particles spawned near the same locations, seen in the upper right of Figure 5.1. As
propagation continues, if no measurement updates were applied the particles will
continue along the map. The lower left depicts propagation after 100 cycles when no
measurement updates were applied. The vehicle track via the vehicle (thick black
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Figure 5.1: Examples of particle filter propagation in the suburban neighborhood
map.
line) conveys how far the position should have moved. In contrast, the lower right
shows the particle collection after 100 propagation cycles when regular measurement
updates were applied, conveying movement along the road. The navigation solution
(MagNavigate green dots) highlight the weighted particle mean, slightly ahead of
the vehicle track. Particle resampling occurs after each update to eliminate particles
which are no longer viable and introduce new particles [40]. The outcome is a navi-
gation solution detailing the position of the vehicle based solely on the magnetometer
measurements and magnetic field map.
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In order to compare the two different measurement inputs (z in Equation 2.51)
to the particle filter, the measurement update in the particle filter consists of either a
position update or a magnetometer update. The position update refers to obtaining
a position estimate based on the likelihood techniques in Chapter IV (maximum
likelihood, MLR, or ABL). The position update is expressed as
z = [pE pN ] (5.5)
where the east position pE and north position pN are in the local level frame. Simi-
larly, the magnetometer update using the three-axis measurements directly from the
magnetometer is expressed as
z = [B̂x B̂y B̂z] (5.6)
where B̂x, B̂y, and B̂z are the observed three-axis magnetometer measurements in
the x, y, and z-axis, respectively. The magnetometer axes were aligned with the
body frame of the vehicle.
The position coordinates were converted to a local level frame of east, north
and up (ENU) using a coordinate transformation. All roadways were traversed
under normal conditions (i.e., speed limits, stop signs, traffic lights, passing vehicles,
pedestrians). Appendix B contains navigation solutions for different measurement
compositions as well as the navigation solution test matrix for all of the comparisons.
For the navigation results presented in this chapter, an overview of the naviga-
tion track for each map area compares the navigation solution to the actual vehicle
track. Additionally, the corresponding error plot provides detailed error information
as well as insight into filter performance. The errors in each axis as well as the
overall position error are prefixed by  (e.g., the error between the navigation solu-
tion and the actual vehicle position in the east axis is E). These figures as well as
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performance statistics for several navigation solutions are used to provide a deeper
understanding of navigation using magnetic field variations.
5.2 Navigation Solutions
The smaller map around AFIT offers an excellent introduction to navigation
solutions using magnetic field variations, as seen in Figure 5.2. The AFIT map area
served as a fairly benign environment for initial investigation and is representative of
the navigation solution tracks around AFIT. The SPAN provided the vehicle track
(thick black line) for comparison to evaluate the typical accuracy of the navigation
solution. The navigation solution (MagNavigate dotted green line) represents the
weighted particle mean. While the system appears to track quite well, Figure 5.2
does not convey the “along-track”’ error in the system. The corresponding position
error plot in Figure 5.3 displays the position errors versus time for east, north, and
horizontal position.
At first glance, the error information in Figure 5.3 does not seem to correlate
with the nearly perfectly overlapping tracks in Figure 5.2. Even at the depicted
scale, a 44m position error should be noticeable. Recalling that the magnetic field
changes slowly when features or heading changes are not present, the navigation
solution suffers from propagation error. On the straight portions of Figure 5.2 good
measurement updates may not be available due to the lack of change in the magnetic
field which in turn causes the large propagation error. Secondly, a magnetic field
map location further along the road may match up well with the recent incoming
magnetometer measurement, causing the navigation solution to surge ahead. The
filter must be agile enough to catch up when the measurements cause the particle
velocities to slow down significantly, which in turn enables the possibility of surging
ahead.
Focusing on Figure 5.3 also provides key insight into the performance of the
navigation filter. The along-track error previously mentioned can easily be seen in
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Figure 5.2: AFIT map navigation using 1m distance separated magnetometer
measurements in the navigation filter. The Vehicle track (thick black line) and
MagNavigate track (dotted green line) are shown.
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Figure 5.3: MagNavigate position errors (solid blue line) as compared with the
actual vehicle position using the AFIT map. The dotted red line represents the
standard deviation of the particle collection. The max position error is 44m, and the
RMS position error is 8m.
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each axis as well as the overall position error. In each axis, a positive error highlights
when the navigation solution is slightly behind the vehicle track. Conversely, a
negative error in each axis reveals the navigation solution has surged ahead of the
vehicle track. This explains the sudden shift from 45m to -25m of error in the north
(N) axis in just six seconds. The bulk of the particles are traveling slower than
the actual vehicle, causing the gradual increase in error. Suddenly, a measurement
update (or several measurement updates) with very good measurements cause the
weighted particle mean to surge forward, ahead of the actual vehicle track. As
additional good measurement updates are processed, the particle filter converges
on the correct solution and reduces the position error. The transition from large
uncertainty to convergence is indicated by the standard deviation (1-) of the particle
collection, highlighted by red dashes. The filter 1- provides an indication of how well
the filter is performing as well as the general spread or uncertainty in the particles.
Overall, Figures 5.2 and 5.3 represent the characteristics of the navigation filter
for all navigation solutions presented in this chapter. However, performance will be
affected by different measurement compositions and more challenging environments.
Now that the concept of the particle filter has been developed along with a sample
navigation solution and errors, the focus can shift to performance depending on the
measurement update applied.
5.2.1 Navigation Performance Using A Position Update. As previously
mentioned, the particle filter can use a position update (z = [pE pN ] from Equa-
tion 5.5) as the incoming measurement based on the likelihood techniques in Chapter
IV. While the position update is certainly useful for applications such as updating an
inertial system, standalone navigation performance can be compared with the mag-
netometer update in the next section to determine the advantages/disadvantages of
each update method.
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First, the most promising position update methods were chosen based on re-
sults in Chapter IV. The cross-vehicle cases were examined using calibrated mea-
surements consisting of a) a single epoch, b) a 3m section composed of multiple 1m
epochs, and c) a 3m uncalibrated demeaned section composed of multiple 1m epochs.
Examining repeated plots such as Figures 5.2 and 5.3 for every combination of nav-
igation solution would be cumbersome. Instead, the results have been grouped to
show performance statistics for comparison of the overall position errors by using the
maximum position error and the horizontal RMS position error. Figure 5.4 provides
the results of navigation solutions using a position estimate as the measurement in
the navigation filter.
Using the same nomenclature from Chapter IV (e.g. T-S 1m conveys the
Truck-SUV case using 1m separated magnetometer measurements and magnetic field
map), three cases using the three likelihood techniques are shown in Figure 5.4. For
each case the maximum horizontal position error is displayed in red along with the
horizontal root-mean-square (RMS) position error in blue. Across all results, single
epoch measurement updates were nearly as effective as the 3m section of multiple
epoch measurements. Also, the 3m uncalibrated demeaned section of multiple epoch
measurements did not deliver stellar navigation performance. However, the ability
to use uncalibrated measurements from different vehicles for navigation is verified.
Since the MLR and ABL only provide position updates when the magnetome-
ter measurements uniquely match the magnetic field map, these techniques often
result in a better quality position estimate, yet reduced availability. In contrast, the
maximum likelihood provides a position estimate at each epoch, but the results in
Chapter IV conveyed the match is often incorrect. Yet the navigation filter is able
to use the more frequent, but less accurate, maximum likelihood nearly as effectively
as the less frequent, but more accurate, MLR updates. Figure 5.5 depicts the sig-
nificant propagation error for the ABL as a result of the much lower availability.
While the ABL is often more accurate in obtaining the position estimate in Chapter
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Figure 5.4: Navigation performance comparing measurement composition meth-
ods when used as a position update in the navigation filter.
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Figure 5.5: AFIT map errors using the ABL technique to select the position
estimate for the navigation filter.
IV, the much lower availability allows the navigation solution position error to grow
significantly before a measurement update is applied, yielding large max and RMS
position errors. However, the navigation solutions immediately following the update
have less than 20m of error, with some updates providing solutions with less than
3m of error.
While not exhaustive, these results highlight the typical navigation perfor-
mance utilizing a position update in the navigation filter based on the techniques
from Chapter IV. The MLR provided the best mixture of accuracy and availability
resulting in the best performance from this particle based navigation filter. The next
step is to use the actual magnetometer measurements as the measurement update
to the navigation filter.
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5.2.2 Navigation Performance Using A Magnetometer Update. The goal
for this research from the outset has been to use the measurements received from the
magnetometer as direct input to the navigation filter. The magnetometer update
(z = [B̂x B̂y B̂z] from Equation 5.6) utilizes the three-axis magnetometer measure-
ments as direct input to the particle filter. The initial results in Figure 5.6 examine
magnetometer measurements and magnetic field maps separated by distance, includ-
ing a case for comparing the effects of calibration.
For the same-vehicle cases, calibrated or uncalibrated measurements can be
used and provide side-by-side comparison with nearly identical navigation solutions.
Furthermore, the cross-vehicle cases were investigated using both the modified el-
lipsoid calibration method and the simple calibration method used for comparison
in Chapter III. For the cases shown here and other cases not shown, the modified
ellipsoid calibration yielded improved navigation results over the simple calibration
method every time. Therefore the modified ellipsoid calibration has been used for
all results that will be presented.
The navigation results labeled “Feature” explored the concept of feature-based
maps and measurements from Chapter IV, but incorporated the magnetometer mea-
surements directly, instead of using a likelihood or RSS technique. In these cases,
magnetic field maps were only composed of 1m separated sections of measurements
identified as features. In turn, 1m separated sections of magnetometer measurements
were only used as a measurement update after being identified as a feature. Prop-
agation error is still prevalent, but has lower impact since features are found fairly
frequently. For the T-S and C-S feature cases, the results are nearly as good as the
same cases using single epoch 1m separated distance measurements. However, in the
T-C case, the navigation solution suffers due to the poor matching of features from
the Truck to similar features in the Car.
As expected, the same-vehicle cases provided the best navigation results due
to the minimal difference in magnetometer measurements based on position. While
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Figure 5.6: Navigation performance comparing distance based measurements.
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the Car-Car cases had higher RMS values between 25-34m, there is clear division
between the same-vehicle and cross-vehicle cases in terms of navigation performance
for 0.5m and 1m separated magnetometer measurements. However, for 3m sepa-
rated magnetometer measurements, the cross-vehicle cases were only slightly higher
than the same-vehicle cases. In turn, the increased frequency of the 0.5m distance
separated magnetometer measurements did not translate to improved navigation
performance for the cross-vehicle cases. Ultimately, the 1m separated magnetome-
ter measurements displayed the best overall performance for the same-vehicle and
cross-vehicle cases.
5.2.3 Comparison/Contrast of Update Methods. While Figures 5.4 and 5.6
show separate performance statistics as well as measurement composition compar-
ison, an examination of the best results from both the position update and the
direct magnetometer update promotes discussion on the merits of each. Figure 5.7
provides a side-by-side comparison of the maximum likelihood and MLR used as a
position update versus the direct magnetometer update. All of these results use 1m
distance-based measurements.
The maximum likelihood displays the largest max error, yet delivers RMS er-
rors slightly higher than the MLR and magnetometer update. Although Chapter IV
highlighted the poor accuracy of the maximum likelihood, when used in the particle
filter a fairly consistent level of navigation is achieved. By comparison, the MLR
delivers one case of improved performance (T-S), along with a similar performance
for the C-S and worse performance for the T-C case. The results are inconsistent
due to factors such as measurement availability and propagation error. Lastly, the
direct incorporation of measurements for the magnetometer update appeared fairly
consistent while delivering some of the best RMS values. Given this assessment, the
magnetometer update is used in the remaining results in this research. However,
this does not discount the value of the position update. While this particle filter
implementation yields a slight edge in performance using the magnetometer update,
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Figure 5.7: Side-by-side comparison of the best results from the position update
(ML and MLR) and the direct magnetometer update in terms of navigation perfor-
mance.
the same cannot be assumed for every filter implementation. Additionally, multi-
ple sensor implementations may benefit from the adjustable performance allowed by
the MLR and ABL as position updates rather than attempting incorporation of the
magnetometer update. These examples are recommended as future work.
With the knowledge gained exploring measurement composition, position or
magnetometer updates, and anticipated errors, navigation in larger, more challenging
environments is explored.
5.3 Navigation Solutions using the Large Area and Suburban Neighborhood Maps
The large area and suburban neighborhood maps offer two diverse challenges
to ground vehicle navigation using only magnetic fields, evident in the performance
results in Figure 5.8. Looking back at Figure 4.1, the large map contains stretches
of highway and roads without significant structure to create magnetic features. This
creates an environment with fewer features over long periods, conducive to propaga-
tion error. Conversely, the suburban neighborhood is riddled with similar features
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Figure 5.8: Navigation performance of the suburban neighborhood and large area
maps for same-vehicle and cross-vehicle cases.
and roadways, which will dilute the uniqueness of magnetometer measurements in
the magnetic field map. This will increase the possibility of selecting the wrong road
during navigation. A review of the overall results in Figure 5.8 imparts the general
performance, with further inspection of a few specific cases immediately following in
order to describe interesting navigation solutions.
Attention is immediately drawn to the large area cases with significant max
and RMS errors. While the same-vehicle cases had RMS values near 240m and max
values near 850m, the Car-Car case exhibited surprising results of 58m/257m RMS/-
max. An inspection of the raw measurements revealed that the Car-Car case shown
here exhibited nearly identical magnetometer measurements in all three axes between
the magnetometer measurements and the magnetic field map. While salient, driving
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variation and other interference make this an exception rather than the norm. A
look at the Truck and SUV cases saw similar agreement in the x and y axes, but
a lower level of repeatability in the z axes. While not apparent during calibration,
the z axis magnetometer measurements did experience more interference during cer-
tain sections of the road in the Truck and SUV. While seemingly minor, the effects
are seen in the navigation performance. A study of interference based on vehicle
response over a multitude of roads could improve this type of error and is recom-
mended as follow on work. The suburban neighborhood navigation performance
is consistent for the same-vehicle (≈ 60m/255m RMS/max) and cross-vehicle (≈
215m/500m RMS/max) cases. The decrease in performance can be attributed to
the challenging environment, where discerning a particular position is difficult with
so many similar areas. The following figures and error plots for the large area and
suburban neighborhood environments provide a more detailed analysis on specific
cases, at the same time explaining the increased max and RMS errors.
Figure 5.9 and 5.10 depict the navigation solution and corresponding error plot
for the large area map. The large area map contains a few problem areas, which is to
be expected. The portions that do not track well are largely the result of propagation
error, stemming from the lack of significant change in the magnetometer measure-
ments. In the case of the lower left corner, near 0m east and -1300m north, the
navigation solution has surged ahead. However, the recent incoming magnetometer
measurements were of sufficient quality that existing particles behind the heavily
weighted particles that surged continue to garner enough weighting that the navi-
gation solution changes direction momentarily. Continuing incoming magnetometer
measurements convey the inappropriate change in direction and the navigation filter
regains the proper direction of travel and navigation solution. Although not com-
mon, this error tended to occur during the highway stretches. The highly noticeable
track error on the northern portion of the map actually shows the navigation solu-
tion is no longer on the road. In this particular case, the particles have propagated
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Figure 5.9: Large area map navigation solution using 1m separated magnetometer
measurements in the navigation filter.
all along this stretch of road. The navigation solution (the weighted particle mean)
lies just north of the true trajectory since particles to the east and west contained
enough weighting to cause the weighted particle mean to be off the road, even though
all the particles are on the road.
Further to the right near 4000m east and 1900m north the particles have largely
split into two groups, with the first group maintaining the correct navigation solution.
However, examining the error plot in Figure 5.10 near epoch 11000 highlights a
spike in all three error plots. For this short series of epochs the incorrect group of
particles momentarily gains enough weight to shift the navigation solution. Within
a few measurement updates, the correct group of particles regains the weight to shift
the navigation solution back where it should be and continue on the correct path.
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For those few epochs, the magnetometer measurement update matched the wrong
location in the magnetic field map so well that the navigation solution is actually
shifted approximately 1 kilometer (km). This update error is quite different than
the typical propagation errors which are experienced the majority of the time.
Moving on to Figures 5.11 and 5.12, the suburban neighborhood map exempli-
fies how propagation error can pose challenges in the navigation filter. In this case,
a roadworker caused an abrupt vehicle stop. Without a distance measurement up-
date conveying the stop, the particles continue to propagate rapidly, both north and
east. The resulting lag causes the weighted particle mean to be off the road, and the
incoming magnetometer measurements have little impact due to the separation of
the particles from the estimated location. Ultimately the navigation filter diverges
and selects the wrong road on the last leg of the route. In the AFIT and large area
maps, the penalization of off-road particles meant that the navigation solution (i.e.
the weighted particle mean) is often on the road. As shown in the large area map,
there are a few instances where the navigation solution could be away from the road.
However, the suburban neighborhood map showcases the example when particles
have propagated to roads parallel or perpendicular to the current location and the
resulting navigation solution may be centered around these particles if the particles
have fairly even weights. This would be especially hazardous with a mismatched
dynamics model, or in this case where there is a large time difference between the
distance based magnetometer measurements.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 provide an example of better navigation filter perfor-
mance using the Truck-SUV measurement-map combination. The typical navigation
solutions for the suburban neighborhood maps using 1m distance separated magne-
tometer measurements did well. Most, importantly, the navigation solution is able
to properly determine the correct road, without inadvertently skipping over to a
parallel road which would have similar heading characteristics.
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Figure 5.10: Large area map errors (solid blue line) as compared with the actual
vehicle position. The max position error is 1335m, while the RMS position error is
309m.
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Figure 5.11: Suburban neighborhood map illustrating the navigation solution di-
verges due to rapid propagation of particles after an abrupt stop.
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Figure 5.12: Suburban neighborhood map errors (solid blue line) as compared
with the actual vehicle position. The max position error is 503m, while the RMS
position error is 182m.
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Figure 5.13: Suburban neighborhood map navigation solution using the Truck-
SUV measurement combination in the navigation filter.
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Figure 5.14: Suburban neighborhood map errors (solid blue line) as compared
with the actual vehicle position. The max position error is 263m, while the RMS
position error is 55m.
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5.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents navigation performance statistics as well as insight into
the principles of magnetic field navigation. This chapter summary allows the op-
portunity to stress a few key points. Most notably, ground vehicle navigation using
only magnetic field variations delivers a self-contained navigation system capable of
road-level navigation in differing environments. Furthermore, the modified ellipsoid
calibration from Chapter III improved navigation performance in all cases. In terms
of the position update versus the magnetometer update, the magnetometer update
showed a slight edge in performance due to better consistency and lower RMS errors.
However, the position update using the maximum likelihood and MLR techniques
delivered similar performance, and would be especially useful as an update to an-
other sensor or navigation system. In all cases, propagation error is attributed to
the majority of large navigation errors. In the next chapter, conclusions are given
concerning results presented in this dissertation as well as the contributions to mag-
netometry and navigation.
.
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VI. Conclusions
N
avigation using magnetic field information is viable. This dissertation presents
an approach for mapping, calibrating, and navigating using only magnetic field
information. This chapter presents conclusions regarding this research, followed by
potential areas for future research.
6.1 Conclusions
The most significant conclusion for this research is the demonstration of vi-
able navigation solutions using only magnetometer measurements and magnetic field
maps for ground vehicles. Navigation solutions are presented using position estimate
methods from Chapter IV, as well as direct incorporation of the magnetometer mea-
surement in the navigation filter in Chapter V.
Calibration In order to successfully compare different vehicle cases, the mag-
netic field data was calibrated. The need for accurate calibration spurred the devel-
opment of a new calibration method. The modified ellipsoid calibration bridged the
current state of the art in two and three-dimensional calibration methods. Existing
three-dimensional ellipsoid calibrations require sufficient rotation in multiple axes to
define the ellipsoid, which is not possible for a strapdown magnetometer mounted in
a ground vehicle. Existing two-dimensional methods do not accurately calibrate the
measurements in each horizontal axis, relegating their usefulness to accurate heading
applications. The modified ellipsoid calibration method developed in this research
provides accurate calibration in each horizontal axis with only rotation about a single
axis.
Position Measurement Generation The measurement analysis provided key in-
formation on the best utilization of magnetometer measurements and the ability to
determine a position estimate with this information. A multitude of compositions
were explored to determine the most promising techniques, as well as their potential
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accuracy in different map areas. Specifically, the maximum likelihood ratio (MLR)
and aggregate bin likelihood (ABL) methods were developed to increase the accuracy
of the position estimate, albeit at the cost of availability. Although performance in
the navigation filter was eroded by propagation error when there are no available
measurements, these techniques would make excellent sources for a position update
to existing navigation systems.
Filter-Based Solutions Perturbations in the magnetic field are largely unknown,
and unpredictable. Therefore the measurement model does not exist, and attempting
to match a single filter estimate with a single position in the magnetic field map would
most likely lead to disparity between the incoming magnetometer measurement and
the estimated measurement from the magnetic field map. The particle filter allows
for simultaneous multiple estimates, using the likelihoods of all the map points rather
than attempting to determine a single position solution. When combined with the
propagated state estimate, the adjusted weights and the weighted particle mean
provide a navigation solution based on the multiple estimates. Additionally, even
though some particles may not contain significant weight, as long as they remain
viable they possess the potential to be in the right location at the right time to gain
importance in the navigation solution.
In summary, this research capitalizes on the rich information and global preva-
lence of the Earth’s magnetic field to provide a self-contained navigation solution.
The research demonstrates the ability to navigate in various environments with a
single magnetometer and the magnetic field map. While the approach demonstrates
an initial capability, there are areas which merit additional research, addressed in
the next section.
6.2 Future Work
While this research analyzed several aspects of magnetic field navigation in
ground vehicles, many more exist. A portion of these opportunities are expanded
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here, ranging from the magnetometer measurements themselves to different ap-
proaches for finding the navigation solution.
Although several measurement compositions were explored, the basic magne-
tometer measurement always consisted of the three-axis magnetometer measurement
B̂ = [B̂x B̂y B̂z]. However, the magnetometer measurement could consist of hor-
izontal magnitude
∥
∥
∥B̂h
∥
∥
∥ and the vertical axis B̂z or even the overall magnitude
∥
∥
∥B̂
∥
∥
∥. While initial investigations indicated these were less advantageous than the
full three-axis measurement, a level of navigation could be realized. Furthermore,
there may be situations when a horizontal or 3D approach would be valuable (such
as when the attitude is not known for a given map position).
Magnetic field mapping also presents several opportunities for future work in
various ways. An analysis of the navigation potential for magnetic field maps would
yield the potential accuracy that could be expected, possibly determining whether a
map or map section is useful at all. The topic of decorrelation distance is also highly
intriguing, since knowing the effective distance a magnetometer measurement is valid
could be used to further refine position estimates. Additionally, to be used on a large
scale the magnetic field maps would need to be shared in some fashion. The issues
of commonality, measurement quality, and how to effectively resolve measurements
of the same position while ensuring the best measurements are kept represent a few
of the challenges. Map amalgamation would allow information from multiple maps
to be shared and proliferated, while maintaining the most current magnetic field
information.
Mapping also provides an interesting subject in terms of the World Magnetic
Model (WMM). A study on the differences between collected and predicted mag-
netic field information could lead to improved position estimates and navigation
performance when localized features are further apart. This may help to resolve lo-
cal variation, find features, and navigate over large distances without first mapping
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them. This may also lead to other implementations, such as outdoor pedestrian
navigation using Earth’s magnetic field.
Investigation of a few time and distance (mixed variation) combinations were
presented in Chapter IV. A study on the optimality of maps based on distance using
magnetometer measurements based on time would be useful for the leader-follower
case presented by Storms [42]. Since the follower has the most simplistic sensor
suite, using only the time-based magnetometer measurements requires no knowledge
of distance traveled (i.e., no other sensors). This is the most likely case for simple
implementations, since an end-user is probably also not a map generator, but merely
using the magnetic field map from another source.
Localized feature identification, false feature mitigation, and improved feature
matching embody a large area of possible advancement. In this research, localized
features were simply observed, but not categorized or specifically identified based on
their characteristics. This would not only help in determining the uniqueness of a
feature, but would aid in false feature mitigation. For instance, if a passing vehicle
produces the same characteristics in a set of magnetometer measurements, once
identified they could be removed from the magnetic field and incoming magnetometer
measurements. This will also require an improvement in feature matching, which
could benefit from tools developed in the signal and/or image recognition fields of
study.
Interference is also a significant source of error in several aspects. Installation
in the ground vehicles provided enough open space to mitigate severe interference,
but still affected the magnetometer measurements. Identification and mitigation of
typical interference from the environment would improve the observed magnetometer
measurements, and may allow elimination of severe interference when repositioning is
not possible. Furthermore, a study on the effects of interference in terms of position
estimates or navigation solutions would highlight their overall effect.
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While Chapter II demonstrated that the HMR2300 was more than adequate to
detect small changes in the Earth’s magnetic field for the ground vehicle application,
a determination on the magnetometer sensitivity required for navigation would be
useful. The study would explore tradeoffs in sensitivity versus:
∙ The ability to effectively calibrate the magnetometer on a platform
∙ Localized feature detection
∙ Position estimate and/or navigation solution performance
∙ Magnetic field maps created from magnetometers with different sensitivities
The sensitivity analysis, combined with other recommended future work, could lead
to a cost-benefit analysis for dispatched items such as weapons, micro air vehicles,
or ordnance disposal robots.
The MLR and ABL techniques developed in Chapter IV proved effective tools
to improve position estimates compared to the maximum likelihood. However, a
full tradeoff study of accuracy versus availability in terms of map size and composi-
tion would provide confidence intervals to determine when and if the magnetometer
measurement position estimate should be used.
Ultimately the performance disparity between the same-vehicle cases and the
cross-vehicle cases point to the importance of calibration in reducing the difference
between magnetometer measurements from different vehicles. Although not the only
factor (e.g., installation, vehicle characteristics), more accurate calibration is key.
Although several authors have tackled this problem, few have displayed significant
gains in eliminating the errors for strapdown implementations in large vehicles. Fur-
ther research might suggest augmentation during calibration, such as gimballing or
inertial aiding. Pairing the magnetometer with a very small inertial measurement
unit could provide significant gains in calibration and navigation.
A study in magnetic navigation covering different vehicle types would be ben-
eficial. For the ground vehicles in this research, each vehicle affected the magne-
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tometer measurements differently, as evidenced in Chapter III. Smaller autonomous
air/land/water vehicles should see increased benefit from a full 3D ellipsoid calibra-
tion, but may exhibit more magnetometer measurement error due to the relative
proximity of on-board systems. The introduction of air vehicles also leads to inves-
tigation of how height above the surface of the Earth factors into the magnetometer
measurements.
There are also many possibilities for improving the navigation solution. The
foremost would be limiting the searchable magnetic field map by the last known
position. In this research, magnetometer measurements were compared against the
entire magnetic field map, even though many of the magnetic field map locations may
not have been viable for the vehicle. Limiting the searchable area would improve the
uniqueness of potential matches. Another possible navigation improvement would
be exploring different filter implementations, such as the Rao-Blackwellized particle
filter [45] or the unscented Kalman filter [36]. Multi-sensor and dissimilar sensor
pairings are currently being investigated, with the magnetometer as the secondary
information source. Switching the paradigm to have the magnetometer information
corrected based on information from a secondary sensor could also yield significant
gains in measurement quality. Synergizing the information obtained from the mag-
netometer with other sensors (e.g. inertial, visual) would also improve navigation
solutions.
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Appendix A. Measurement Analysis Test Cases
T
he following spreadsheets detail the entire matrix of measurement analysis test
cases. Cases highlighted in green were specifically used for results presented
in Chapters IV and V. Non-highlighted cases were explored, but did not yield results
substantially different than those reported in the main body of the document.
The test case identifiers help distinguish the environments as well as the param-
eter variation. The first character identifies the map section as shown in Figure 4.1.
The letter A stands for the rectangular road path around AFIT. H signifies the
suburban neighborhood, and L represents the large area map. The second char-
acter labels the measurement type by distance or time, but with a specific callout
for baseline to allow comparison of the baseline data across all results. The third
character denotes the map type in distance or time. Finally, characters four through
six designate the specific case. Breaks in the test case numbers represent the start of
a different test case series and are not to be perceived as missing test cases. The col-
umn heading Measurements defines the test case parameters used for the incoming
magnetometer measurements, while Map defines the parameters of the map used.
The ComparisonMethod heading denotes whether an additional technique such
as demeaning (Demean), differencing (Diff) or feature (Feature) composition was
used. For all test cases, the vehicle (Veh) descriptors of T, S, and C stand for the
Truck, SUV, or Car, respectively. The units (Units) are in time or distance. The
calibration type (Type) conveys uncalibrated (uncal), calibrated (cal), or simple
(sf1). The number of measurements (#Meas) would be one for single epoch, four
for a 3m section of 1m measurements, and so forth. Since a single epoch only uses a
single measurement, the comparison methods of demeaning, differencing, or feature
are marked not applicable (N/A). Once multiple measurements are explored, these
change to a yes (y) or no (n).
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Test Case Veh Description Units Type #Meas Veh Description Units Demean Diff Feature
Baseline
ABT01 T AFIT run2 50Hz uncal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT02 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT03 S AFIT run1 50Hz uncal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT04 S AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT05 C AFIT run1 50Hz uncal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT06 C AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT07 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT08 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT09 S AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT10 S AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT11 C AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ABT12 C AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
Vary measurement and map time
ATT01 T AFIT run2 10Hz uncal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT02 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT03 S AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT04 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT05 C AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT06 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT07 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT08 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT09 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT10 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT11 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT12 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT13 T AFIT run2 50Hz uncal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT14 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT15 S AFIT run1 50Hz uncal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT16 S AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT17 C AFIT run1 50Hz uncal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT18 C AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT19 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT20 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT21 S AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT22 S AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT23 C AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT24 C AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT25 T AFIT run2 10Hz uncal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT26 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT27 S AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT28 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT29 C AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT30 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
Measurements Map Comparison Method
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ATT31 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT32 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT33 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT34 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT35 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ATT36 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
Compare sensor measurements in time, to a map based on distance
ATD01 T AFIT run2 10Hz uncal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD02 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD03 S AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD04 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD05 C AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD06 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD07 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD08 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD09 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD10 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD11 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD12 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ATD13 T AFIT run2 10Hz uncal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD14 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD15 S AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD16 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD17 C AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD18 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD19 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD20 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD21 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD22 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD23 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD24 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ATD25 T AFIT run2 10Hz uncal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD26 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD27 S AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD28 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD29 C AFIT run1 10Hz uncal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD30 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD31 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD32 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD33 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD34 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD35 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ATD36 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADT37 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT38 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT39 S AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
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ADT40 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT41 C AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT42 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT43 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT44 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT45 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT46 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT47 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT48 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT49 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT50 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT51 S AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT52 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT53 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 C AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT54 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT55 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT56 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT57 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT58 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT59 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT60 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT61 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT62 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT63 S AFIT run1 3m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT64 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT65 C AFIT run1 3m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT66 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT67 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT68 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT69 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT70 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT71 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ADT72 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
Compare sensor measurements in distance to a map based on distance
ABD01 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD02 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD03 S AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD04 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD05 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 C AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD06 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD07 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD08 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD09 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD10 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD11 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ABD12 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
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Compare sensor measurements in distance to a map based on distance
ADD01 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD02 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD03 S AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD04 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD05 C AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD06 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD07 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD08 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD09 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD10 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD11 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD12 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD13 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD14 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD15 S AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD16 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD17 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD18 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD19 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD20 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD21 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD22 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD23 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD24 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD25 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD26 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD27 S AFIT run1 3m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD28 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD29 C AFIT run1 3m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD30 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD31 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD32 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD33 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD34 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD35 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD36 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
ADD37 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD38 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD39 S AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD40 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD41 C AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD42 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD43 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD44 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD45 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
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ADD46 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD47 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD48 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD49 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD50 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD51 S AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD52 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD53 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD54 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD55 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD56 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD57 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD58 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD59 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD60 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD61 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD62 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD63 S AFIT run1 3m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD64 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD65 C AFIT run1 3m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD66 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD67 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD68 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD69 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD70 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD71 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD72 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
ADD73 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD74 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD75 S AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD76 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD77 C AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD78 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD79 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD80 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD81 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD82 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD83 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD84 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD85 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD86 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD87 S AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD88 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD89 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD90 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD91 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD92 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
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ADD93 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD94 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD95 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD96 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD97 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD98 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD99 S AFIT run1 3m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD100 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD101 C AFIT run1 3m uncal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD102 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD103 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD104 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD105 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD106 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD107 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
ADD108 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
Comparison using multiple measurements
ADD200 T AFIT run2 0.5 cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5 n n n
ADD201 T AFIT run2 0.5 cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5 n n n
ADD202 C AFIT run1 0.5 cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5 n n n
ADD203 T AFIT run2 0.5 cal 3 S AFIT map2 0.5 n n n
ADD204 T AFIT run2 0.5 cal 3 C AFIT map3 0.5 n n n
ADD205 C AFIT run1 0.5 cal 3 S AFIT map2 0.5 n n n
ADD206 T AFIT run2 0.5 cal 7 S AFIT map2 0.5 n n n
ADD207 T AFIT run2 0.5 cal 7 C AFIT map3 0.5 n n n
ADD208 C AFIT run1 0.5 cal 7 S AFIT map2 0.5 n n n
ADD209 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
ADD210 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m n n n
ADD211 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
ADD212 T AFIT run2 1m cal 2 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
ADD213 T AFIT run2 1m cal 2 C AFIT map3 1m n n n
ADD214 C AFIT run1 1m cal 2 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
ADD215 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
ADD216 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 C AFIT map3 1m n n n
ADD217 C AFIT run1 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
ADD218 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m n n n
ADD219 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m n n n
ADD220 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m n n n
ADD221 T AFIT run2 3m cal 2 S AFIT map2 3m n n n
ADD222 T AFIT run2 3m cal 2 C AFIT map3 3m n n n
ADD223 C AFIT run1 3m cal 2 S AFIT map2 3m n n n
ADD224 T AFIT run2 3m cal 3 S AFIT map2 3m n n n
ADD225 T AFIT run2 3m cal 3 C AFIT map3 3m n n n
ADD226 C AFIT run1 3m cal 3 S AFIT map2 3m n n n
Comparison of multiple measurements exploring demeaning and differencing
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ADD300 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
ADD301 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
ADD302 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 1m y n n
ADD303 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 C AFIT map2 1m y n n
ADD304 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
ADD305 C AFIT run1 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
ADD306 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n y n
ADD307 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n y n
ADD308 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 1m n y n
ADD309 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 C AFIT map2 1m n y n
ADD310 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n y n
ADD311 C AFIT run1 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n y n
ADD312 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m y n n
ADD313 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m y n n
ADD314 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 0.5m y n n
ADD315 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 C AFIT map2 0.5m y n n
ADD316 C AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m y n n
ADD317 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m y n n
ADD318 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n y n
ADD319 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n y n
ADD320 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 0.5m n y n
ADD321 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 C AFIT map2 0.5m n y n
ADD322 C AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n y n
ADD323 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n y n
ADD324 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 3m y n n
ADD325 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m y n n
ADD326 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 3m y n n
ADD327 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 C AFIT map2 3m y n n
ADD328 C AFIT run1 3m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 3m y n n
ADD329 C AFIT run1 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m y n n
ADD330 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y n
ADD331 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y n
ADD332 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 3m n y n
ADD333 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 C AFIT map2 3m n y n
ADD334 C AFIT run1 3m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y n
ADD335 C AFIT run1 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y n
Comparison using features
ADD400 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n y
ADD401 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 C AFIT map2 1m n n y
ADD402 C AFIT run1 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n y
ADD403 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n y
ADD404 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n y
ADD405 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 1m y n y
ADD406 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 C AFIT map2 1m y n y
ADD407 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n y
ADD408 C AFIT run1 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n y
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ADD409 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n y y
ADD410 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n y y
ADD411 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 1m n y y
ADD412 T AFIT run2 1m cal 4 C AFIT map2 1m n y y
ADD413 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n y y
ADD414 C AFIT run1 1m cal 4 S AFIT map2 1m n y y
ADD415 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n n y
ADD416 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 C AFIT map2 0.5m n n y
ADD417 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n n y
ADD418 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m y n y
ADD419 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m y n y
ADD420 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 0.5m y n y
ADD421 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 C AFIT map2 0.5m y n y
ADD422 C AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m y n y
ADD423 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m y n y
ADD424 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n y y
ADD425 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n y y
ADD426 T AFIT run2 0.5m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 0.5m n y y
ADD427 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 4 C AFIT map2 0.5m n y y
ADD428 C AFIT run1 0.5m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 0.5m n y y
ADD429 C AFIT run1 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y y
ADD430 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n n y
ADD431 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 C AFIT map2 3m n n y
ADD432 C AFIT run1 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n n y
ADD433 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 3m y n y
ADD434 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m y n y
ADD435 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 3m y n y
ADD436 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 C AFIT map2 3m y n y
ADD437 C AFIT run1 3m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 3m y n y
ADD438 C AFIT run1 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m y n y
ADD439 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y y
ADD440 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y y
ADD441 T AFIT run2 3m uncal 4 C AFIT map3 3m n y y
ADD442 T AFIT run2 3m cal 4 C AFIT map2 3m n y y
ADD443 C AFIT run1 3m uncal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y y
ADD444 C AFIT run1 3m cal 4 S AFIT map2 3m n y y
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Test Case Veh Description Units Type #Meas Veh Description Units Demean Diff Feature
HBT01 T sub run2 50Hz uncal 1 T sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT02 T sub run2 50Hz cal 1 T sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT03 S sub run1 50Hz uncal 1 S sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT04 S sub run1 50Hz cal 1 S sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT05 C sub run1 50Hz uncal 1 C sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT06 C sub run1 50Hz cal 1 C sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT07 T sub run2 50Hz cal 1 S sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT08 T sub run2 50Hz cal 1 C sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT09 S sub run1 50Hz cal 1 T sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT10 S sub run1 50Hz cal 1 C sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT11 C sub run1 50Hz cal 1 T sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HBT12 C sub run1 50Hz cal 1 S sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
Comparison based on time
HTT01 T sub run2 10Hz uncal 1 T sub map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT02 T sub run2 10Hz cal 1 T sub map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT03 S sub run1 10Hz uncal 1 S sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT04 S sub run1 10Hz cal 1 S sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT05 C sub run1 10Hz uncal 1 C sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT06 C sub run1 10Hz cal 1 C sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT07 T sub run2 10Hz cal 1 S sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT08 T sub run2 10Hz cal 1 C sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT09 S sub run1 10Hz cal 1 T sub map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT10 S sub run1 10Hz cal 1 C sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT11 C sub run1 10Hz cal 1 T sub map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HTT12 C sub run1 10Hz cal 1 S sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
Compare sensor measurements in distance to a map based on distance
HDD01 T sub run2 1m uncal 1 T sub map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD02 T sub run2 1m cal 1 T sub map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD03 S sub run1 1m uncal 1 S sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD04 S sub run1 1m cal 1 S sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD05 C sub run1 1m uncal 1 C sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD06 C sub run1 1m cal 1 C sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD07 T sub run2 1m cal 1 S sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD08 T sub run2 1m cal 1 C sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD09 S sub run1 1m cal 1 T sub map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD10 S sub run1 1m cal 1 C sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD11 C sub run1 1m cal 1 T sub map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD12 C sub run1 1m cal 1 S sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HDD13 T sub run2 3m uncal 1 T sub map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD14 T sub run2 3m cal 1 T sub map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD15 S sub run1 3m uncal 1 S sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD16 S sub run1 3m cal 1 S sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD17 C sub run1 3m uncal 1 C sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
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HDD18 C sub run1 3m cal 1 C sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD19 T sub run2 3m cal 1 S sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD20 T sub run2 3m cal 1 C sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD21 S sub run1 3m cal 1 T sub map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD22 S sub run1 3m cal 1 C sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD23 C sub run1 3m cal 1 T sub map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
HDD24 C sub run1 3m cal 1 S sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
Comparison using multiple measurements
HDD200 T sub run2 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m n n n
HDD201 T sub run2 1m cal 4 C sub map2 1m n n n
HDD202 C sub run1 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m n n n
HDD203 T sub run1 3m cal 2 S sub map2 3m n n n
HDD204 T sub run1 3m cal 2 C sub map2 3m n n n
HDD205 C sub run1 3m cal 2 S sub map2 3m n n n
Comparison of multiple measurements exploring demeaning and differencing
HDD300 T sub run2 1m uncal 4 S sub map2 1m y n n
HDD301 T sub run2 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m y n n
HDD302 T sub run2 1m uncal 4 C sub map2 1m y n n
HDD303 T sub run2 1m cal 4 C sub map2 1m y n n
HDD304 C sub run1 1m uncal 4 S sub map2 1m y n n
HDD305 C sub run1 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m y n n
HDD306 T sub run2 1m uncal 4 S sub map2 1m n y n
HDD307 T sub run2 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m n y n
HDD308 T sub run2 1m uncal 4 C sub map2 1m n y n
HDD309 T sub run2 1m cal 4 C sub map2 1m n y n
HDD310 C sub run1 1m uncal 4 S sub map2 1m n y n
HDD311 C sub run1 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m n y n
HDD312 T sub run2 0.5m uncal 4 S sub map2 0.5m y n n
HDD313 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m y n n
HDD314 T sub run2 0.5m uncal 4 C sub map2 0.5m y n n
HDD315 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 C sub map2 0.5m y n n
HDD316 C sub run1 0.5m uncal 4 S sub map2 0.5m y n n
HDD317 C sub run1 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m y n n
HDD318 T sub run2 0.5m uncal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n y n
HDD319 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n y n
HDD320 T sub run2 0.5m uncal 4 C sub map2 0.5m n y n
HDD321 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 C sub map2 0.5m n y n
HDD322 C sub run1 0.5m uncal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n y n
HDD323 C sub run1 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n y n
HDD324 T sub run2 3m uncal 4 S sub map2 3m y n n
HDD325 T sub run2 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m y n n
HDD326 T sub run2 3m uncal 4 C sub map2 3m y n n
HDD327 T sub run2 3m cal 4 C sub map2 3m y n n
HDD328 C sub run1 3m uncal 4 S sub map2 3m y n n
HDD329 C sub run1 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m y n n
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HDD330 T sub run2 3m uncal 4 S sub map2 3m n y n
HDD331 T sub run2 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m n y n
HDD332 T sub run2 3m uncal 4 C sub map2 3m n y n
HDD333 T sub run2 3m cal 4 C sub map2 3m n y n
HDD334 C sub run1 3m uncal 4 S sub map2 3m n y n
HDD335 C sub run1 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m n y n
Comparison using features
HDD400 T sub run2 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m n n y
HDD401 T sub run2 1m cal 4 C sub map2 1m n n y
HDD402 C sub run1 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m n n y
HDD403 T sub run2 1m uncal 4 S sub map2 1m y n y
HDD404 T sub run2 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m y n y
HDD405 T sub run2 1m uncal 4 C sub map2 1m y n y
HDD406 T sub run2 1m cal 4 C sub map2 1m y n y
HDD407 C sub run1 1m uncal 4 S sub map2 1m y n y
HDD408 C sub run1 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m y n y
HDD409 T sub run2 1m uncal 4 S sub map2 1m n y y
HDD410 T sub run2 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m n y y
HDD411 T sub run2 1m uncal 4 C sub map2 1m n y y
HDD412 T sub run2 1m cal 4 C sub map2 1m n y y
HDD413 C sub run1 1m uncal 4 S sub map2 1m n y y
HDD414 C sub run1 1m cal 4 S sub map2 1m n y y
HDD415 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n n y
HDD416 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 C sub map2 0.5m n n y
HDD417 C sub run1 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n n y
HDD418 T sub run2 0.5m uncal 4 S sub map2 0.5m y n y
HDD419 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m y n y
HDD420 T sub run2 0.5m uncal 4 C sub map2 0.5m y n y
HDD421 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 C sub map2 0.5m y n y
HDD422 C sub run1 0.5m uncal 4 S sub map2 0.5m y n y
HDD423 C sub run1 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m y n y
HDD424 T sub run2 0.5m uncal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n y y
HDD425 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n y y
HDD426 T sub run2 0.5m uncal 4 C sub map2 0.5m n y y
HDD427 T sub run2 0.5m cal 4 C sub map2 0.5m n y y
HDD428 C sub run1 0.5m uncal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n y y
HDD429 C sub run1 0.5m cal 4 S sub map2 0.5m n y y
HDD430 T sub run2 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m n n y
HDD431 T sub run2 3m cal 4 C sub map2 3m n n y
HDD432 C sub run1 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m n n y
HDD433 T sub run2 3m uncal 4 S sub map2 3m y n y
HDD434 T sub run2 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m y n y
HDD435 T sub run2 3m uncal 4 C sub map2 3m y n y
HDD436 T sub run2 3m cal 4 C sub map2 3m y n y
HDD437 C sub run1 3m uncal 4 S sub map2 3m y n y
HDD438 C sub run1 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m y n y
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HDD439 T sub run2 3m uncal 4 S sub map2 3m n y y
HDD440 T sub run2 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m n y y
HDD441 T sub run2 3m uncal 4 C sub map2 3m n y y
HDD442 T sub run2 3m cal 4 C sub map2 3m n y y
HDD443 C sub run1 3m uncal 4 S sub map2 3m n y y
HDD444 C sub run1 3m cal 4 S sub map2 3m n y y
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Test Case Veh Description Units Type #Meas Veh Description Units Demean Diff Feature
LBT01 T large run2 50Hz uncal 1 T large map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT02 T large run2 50Hz cal 1 T large map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT03 S large run1 50Hz uncal 1 S large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT04 S large run1 50Hz cal 1 S large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT05 C large run1 50Hz uncal 1 C large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT06 C large run1 50Hz cal 1 C large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT07 T large run2 50Hz cal 1 S large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT08 T large run2 50Hz cal 1 C large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT09 S large run1 50Hz cal 1 T large map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT10 S large run1 50Hz cal 1 C large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT11 C large run1 50Hz cal 1 T large map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LBT12 C large run1 50Hz cal 1 S large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
Comparison based on time
LTT01 T large run2 10Hz uncal 1 T large map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT02 T large run2 10Hz cal 1 T large map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT03 S large run1 10Hz uncal 1 S large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT04 S large run1 10Hz cal 1 S large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT05 C large run1 10Hz uncal 1 C large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT06 C large run1 10Hz cal 1 C large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT07 T large run2 10Hz cal 1 S large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT08 T large run2 10Hz cal 1 C large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT09 S large run1 10Hz cal 1 T large map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT10 S large run1 10Hz cal 1 C large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT11 C large run1 10Hz cal 1 T large map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LTT12 C large run1 10Hz cal 1 S large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
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Appendix B. Navigation Solution Cases
T
he following spreadsheets detail the entire matrix of navigation solution cases.
Cases highlighted in green were specifically used for results presented in Chap-
ter V and Appendix B. Non-highlighted cases were explored, but did not yield results
substantially different than those reported in the main body of the document.
The test case identifiers help distinguish the environments as well as the param-
eter variation. The first character identifies the map section as shown in Figure 4.1.
The letter A stands for the rectangular road path around AFIT. H signifies the
suburban neighborhood, and L represents the large area map. The second character
labels the measurement type by distance or time. The third character denotes the
map type in distance or time. Finally, characters four through six designate the spe-
cific case. Breaks in the test case numbers represent the start of a different test case
series and are not to be perceived as missing test cases. The column heading ”Mea-
surements” defines the test case parameters used for the incoming magnetometer
measurements, while ”Map” defines the parameters of the map used. The ”Compar-
ison Method” heading denotes whether an additional technique such as demeaning
(Demean), differencing (Diff) or feature (Feature) composition was used. For all test
cases, the vehicle (Veh) descriptors of T, S, and C stand for the Truck, SUV, or
Car, respectively. The units (Units) are in time or distance. The calibration type
(Type) conveys uncalibrated (uncal), calibrated (cal), or simple (sf1). The number
of measurements (#Meas) would be one for single epoch, four for a 3m section of
1m measurements, and so forth. Since a single epoch only uses a single measure-
ment, the comparison methods of demeaning, differencing, or feature are marked not
applicable (N/A). Once multiple measurements are explored, these change to a yes
(y) or no (n).
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Test Case Veh Description Units Type #Meas Veh Description Units Demean Diff Feature
ANT01 T AFIT run2 50Hz uncal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT02 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT03 S AFIT run1 50Hz uncal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT04 S AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT05 C AFIT run1 50Hz uncal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT06 C AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT07 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT08 T AFIT run2 50Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT09 C AFIT run1 50Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT10 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 T AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT11 S AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT12 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT13 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT14 T AFIT run2 10Hz cal 1 C AFIT map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
ANT15 C AFIT run1 10Hz cal 1 S AFIT map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
Compare sensor measurements in distance to a map based on distance
AND01 T AFIT run2 1m uncal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND02 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND03 S AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND04 S AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND05 C AFIT run1 1m uncal 1 C AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND06 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND07 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND08 T AFIT run2 1m cal 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND09 C AFIT run1 1m cal 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND10 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 T AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
AND11 S AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
AND12 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
AND13 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
AND14 T AFIT run2 0.5m cal 1 C AFIT map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
AND15 C AFIT run1 0.5m cal 1 S AFIT map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
AND16 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 T AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
AND17 S AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
AND18 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
AND19 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
AND20 T AFIT run2 3m cal 1 C AFIT map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
AND21 C AFIT run1 3m cal 1 S AFIT map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
AND22 T AFIT run2 1m simple 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND23 T AFIT run2 1m simple 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND24 C AFIT run1 1m simple 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
Position estimate used as a measurement
AND30 T AFIT run2 1m ML 1 T AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND31 S AFIT run1 1m ML 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
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AND32 C AFIT run1 1m ML 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND33 T AFIT run2 1m ML 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND34 T AFIT run2 1m ML 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND35 C AFIT run1 1m ML 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND36 T AFIT run2 1m MLR 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND37 T AFIT run2 1m MLR 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND38 C AFIT run1 1m MLR 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND39 T AFIT run2 1m ABL 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND40 T AFIT run2 1m ABL 1 C AFIT map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND41 C AFIT run1 1m ABL 1 S AFIT map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
AND42 T AFIT run2 1m ML 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
AND43 T AFIT run2 1m ML 4 C AFIT map3 1m n n n
AND44 C AFIT run1 1m ML 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
AND45 T AFIT run2 1m MLR 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
AND46 T AFIT run2 1m MLR 4 C AFIT map3 1m n n n
AND47 C AFIT run1 1m MLR 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
AND48 T AFIT run2 1m ABL 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
AND49 T AFIT run2 1m ABL 4 C AFIT map3 1m n n n
AND50 C AFIT run1 1m ABL 4 S AFIT map2 1m n n n
Demeaned comparison
AND60 T AFIT run2 1m ML/un 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND61 T AFIT run2 1m ML/un 4 C AFIT map3 1m y n n
AND62 C AFIT run1 1m ML/un 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND63 T AFIT run2 1m ML 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND64 T AFIT run2 1m ML 4 C AFIT map3 1m y n n
AND65 C AFIT run1 1m ML 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND66 T AFIT run2 1m MLR/un 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND67 T AFIT run2 1m MLR/un 4 C AFIT map3 1m y n n
AND68 C AFIT run1 1m MLR/un 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND69 T AFIT run2 1m MLR 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND70 T AFIT run2 1m MLR 4 C AFIT map3 1m y n n
AND71 C AFIT run1 1m MLR 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND72 T AFIT run2 1m ABL/un 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND73 T AFIT run2 1m ABL/un 4 C AFIT map3 1m y n n
AND74 C AFIT run1 1m ABL/un 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND75 T AFIT run2 1m ABL 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
AND76 T AFIT run2 1m ABL 4 C AFIT map3 1m y n n
AND77 C AFIT run1 1m ABL 4 S AFIT map2 1m y n n
Comparison using features
AND80 T AFIT run2 1m cal varies S AFIT map2 1m n n y
AND81 T AFIT run2 1m cal varies C AFIT map3 1m n n y
AND82 C AFIT run1 1m cal varies S AFIT map2 1m n n y
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Test Case Veh Description Units Type #Meas Veh Description Units Demean Diff Feature
HNT01 T sub run2 50Hz uncal 1 T sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT02 T sub run2 50Hz cal 1 T sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT03 S sub run1 50Hz uncal 1 S sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT04 S sub run1 50Hz cal 1 S sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT05 C sub run1 50Hz uncal 1 C sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT06 C sub run1 50Hz cal 1 C sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT07 T sub run2 50Hz cal 1 S sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT08 T sub run2 50Hz cal 1 C sub map3 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT09 C sub run1 50Hz cal 1 S sub map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT10 T sub run2 10Hz cal 1 T sub map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT11 S sub run1 10Hz cal 1 S sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT12 C sub run1 10Hz cal 1 C sub map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT13 T sub run2 10Hz cal 1 S sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT14 T sub run2 10Hz cal 1 C sub map3 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
HNT15 C sub run1 10Hz cal 1 S sub map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
Compare sensor measurements in distance to a map based on distance
HND01 T sub run2 1m uncal 1 T sub map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND02 T sub run2 1m cal 1 T sub map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND03 S sub run1 1m uncal 1 S sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND04 S sub run1 1m cal 1 S sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND05 C sub run1 1m uncal 1 C sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND06 C sub run1 1m cal 1 C sub map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND07 T sub run2 1m cal 1 S sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND08 T sub run2 1m cal 1 C sub map3 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND09 C sub run1 1m cal 1 S sub map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
HND10 T sub run2 0.5m cal 1 T sub map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
HND11 S sub run1 0.5m cal 1 S sub map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
HND12 C sub run1 0.5m cal 1 C sub map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
HND13 T sub run2 0.5m cal 1 S sub map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
HND14 T sub run2 0.5m cal 1 C sub map3 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
HND15 C sub run1 0.5m cal 1 S sub map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
HND16 T sub run2 3m cal 1 T sub map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
HND17 S sub run1 3m cal 1 S sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
HND18 C sub run1 3m cal 1 C sub map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
HND19 T sub run2 3m cal 1 S sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
HND20 T sub run2 3m cal 1 C sub map3 3m N/A N/A N/A
HND21 C sub run1 3m cal 1 S sub map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
Comparison using features
HND30 T sub run2 3m cal varies S sub map2 3m n n y
HND31 T sub run2 3m cal varies C sub map3 3m n n y
HND32 C sub run1 3m cal varies S sub map2 3m n n y
Measurements Map Comparison Method
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Test Case Veh Description Units Type #Meas Veh Description Units Demean Diff Feature
LNT01 T large run1 50Hz uncal 1 T large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT02 T large run1 50Hz cal 1 T large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT03 S large run1 50Hz uncal 1 S large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT04 S large run1 50Hz cal 1 S large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT05 C large run1 50Hz uncal 1 C large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT06 C large run1 50Hz cal 1 C large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT07 T large run1 50Hz cal 1 S large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT08 T large run1 50Hz cal 1 C large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT09 C large run1 50Hz cal 1 S large map2 50Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT10 T large run1 10Hz cal 1 T large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT11 S large run1 10Hz cal 1 S large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT12 C large run1 10Hz cal 1 C large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT13 T large run1 10Hz cal 1 S large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT14 T large run1 10Hz cal 1 C large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
LNT15 C large run1 10Hz cal 1 S large map2 10Hz N/A N/A N/A
Compare sensor measurements in distance to a map based on distance
LND01 T large run1 1m uncal 1 T large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND02 T large run1 1m cal 1 T large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND03 S large run1 1m uncal 1 S large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND04 S large run1 1m cal 1 S large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND05 C large run1 1m uncal 1 C large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND06 C large run1 1m cal 1 C large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND07 T large run1 1m cal 1 S large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND08 T large run1 1m cal 1 C large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND09 C large run1 1m cal 1 S large map2 1m N/A N/A N/A
LND10 T large run1 0.5m cal 1 T large map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
LND11 S large run1 0.5m cal 1 S large map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
LND12 C large run1 0.5m cal 1 C large map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
LND13 T large run1 0.5m cal 1 S large map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
LND14 T large run1 0.5m cal 1 C large map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
LND15 C large run1 0.5m cal 1 S large map2 0.5m N/A N/A N/A
LND16 T large run1 3m cal 1 T large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
LND17 S large run1 3m cal 1 S large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
LND18 C large run1 3m cal 1 C large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
LND19 T large run1 3m cal 1 S large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
LND20 T large run1 3m cal 1 C large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
LND21 C large run1 3m cal 1 S large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
Comparison using features
LND30 T large run1 3m cal 1 S large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
LND31 T large run1 3m cal 1 C large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
LND32 C large run1 3m cal 1 S large map2 3m N/A N/A N/A
Measurements Map Comparison Method
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